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Growing concerns over the environmental impact of carbon emissions have led to 
increased interest in electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles. A reliable and efficient 
battery system is the key technological element to the development of practical EVs. In a typical 
EV battery pack, a large number of battery cells are assembled together to provide sufficient 
voltage and energy capacity to the vehicle. The battery assembly requires good quality joints to 
ensure system reliability.  The challenge in battery joining for EVs is that joints involve multi-
layered thin metal sheets of similar and dissimilar materials that have high thermal and electrical 
conductivity, such as Al and Cu. Ultrasonic welding (USW), as a solid-state process, is a promising 
method to efficiently produce good-quality welds in battery assembly. However, the process 
parameter window for making joints in multi-layered USW is narrow and the identification of the 
parameter window has been based on trial-and-error methods. In addition, it is difficult to make 
consistent weld quality at different interfaces in the multi-layered joint.  
To improve process robustness and the efficiency of process development, a deeper 
understanding of the underlying physics of USW and advanced techniques for improving the 
weldability need to be developed.  In this dissertation, three topics are addressed: 
1. Understanding weld formation in multi-layered similar and dissimilar metal sheets: 
The weld formation mechanisms of two frequently used weld configurations in battery 
assembly were experimentally studied. The two configurations were 3 layered thin Ni-
coated Cu tabs to 1 thick Ni-coated Cu bus bar (3CC) and 3 layered thin Al tabs to 1 
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thick bare Cu bus bar (3AC). By tracking the evolution of microstructures and the 
corresponding weld quality subjected to the weld energy, the dominant bonding 
mechanism for similar material is found to be metallic adhesion accompanied with 
dynamic recrystallization and interfacial undulations, while the bonding between 
dissimilar materials is shown to be driven by diffusion.  The phenomenological 
observations also imply parametric dependent weld formation in multi-layered USW. 
2. Influence of interfacial undulations on weld formation and performance: The influence 
of interfacial undulations on weld formation were experimentally studied using two 
anvils with different knurl shapes. Several key weld attributes related to the weld 
formation were characterized and compared by cross-sectioned weld samples using 
microscopy. Finite element models were developed to predict the mechanical behavior 
of samples with different bonding strength and undulation degrees in lap-shear test. 
The empirical results reveal that interfacial undulations retard the formation of the weld 
and prevent excessive thinning of the workpiece. Meanwhile, numerical study helps 
provide insight on influence of interfacial undulations on weld performance with same 
bonding strength and possible influence on multi-layered USW.      
3. Weld robustness enhancement by preheating: Localized preheating was investigated as 
an approach to enhance the weldability in multi-layered USW of four layered Ni-coated 
Cu. The influence of preheating temperature on mechanical performance of samples 
welded at different weld energy was investigated. The process robustness is found to 
be enhanced by increasing weld strength at the preheated interface while keeping 
performance at the non-preheated interface insignificantly affected. 2D finite element 
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process models were built to understand thermal-mechanical behavior under different 
thermal conditions.  
This dissertation provides in-depth understanding of joint formation and propagation in 
multi-layered ultrasonic welding in battery pack manufacturing and develops a practical means to 






Chapter 1   Introduction 
 
1.1.     Background and Motivation 
Increasing concerns over the environmental impact of carbon emissions are driving the 
automotive industry toward more fuel efficient vehicles. Electric vehicles (EVs) use batteries as a 
major component in the power system, including battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and hybrid 
electric vehicles (HEVs). EVs are considered a promising solution for the reduction of carbon 
emissions from transportation systems.  
More EVs today are utilizing lithium-ion batteries because of their high power and energy 
density compared to other types of battery [1-3]. The working voltage of one lithium-ion battery 
cell is about 4 volts [4], thus a large number of battery cells are connected to ensure the voltage 
and energy capacity of EVs. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, multiple battery cells are joined together 
via electrode tabs and those joined cells are connected by a metal bus-bar to form a battery module. 
Multiple modules are then assembled together to form a battery pack for an EV. Typically, 
batteries in EVs are exposed to harsh driving environment with vibration, varying load conditions, 
and severe temperatures [1]. Therefore, it is essential to create reliable connections between battery 
cells, modules, and battery packs, as well as control units. A reliable connection means quality 
joints with enough mechanical strength, low electrical resistance, good fatigue behavior, and 
strong corrosion resistance. Moreover, since multiple similar and dissimilar metal sheets are joined 
simultaneously in manufacturing the battery packs, uniform and predictable joint quality for all 





Figure 1.1. Lithium-ion battery assemblies in EVs. 
 
Aluminum (Al) and copper (Cu) sheets are widely used as the lithium-ion battery tabs and 
bus-bars due to their low electrical resistance, high electrical and thermal conductivities, and 
relatively attractive prices [5]. The joining of Al and Cu is challenging using traditional fusion 
welding technologies. Table 1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of frequently used 
welding methods in battery manufacturing [5, 7]. Resistance welding is a thermo-electric process 
that relies on the interfacial electrical resistance to generate localized heating and subsequent 
fusion of materials [8]. The high conductivities of Al and Cu makes it difficult to weld using this 
method. Laser welding, a non-contact process using an intense laser beam, has the advantage of 
rapidly and precisely heating and melting materials and can be used to weld multiple metal pieces 
in a very short time. However, the low laser energy absorptivity and high thermal conductivity of 
Al and Cu negatively impact process efficiency [9]. In addition, porosity, spattering, and brittle 
intermetallic compounds (IMCs) caused by large misalignment in physical properties and poor 
metallurgical affinity between dissimilar materials are still significant obstacles in the use of these 
two fusion welding methods in manufacturing battery packs. In comparison, ultrasonic welding 
(USW) has several inherent advantages as a solid-state process for welding thin metal sheets with 
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high electrical and thermal conductivities regardless of the physical and metallurgical property 
difference. As summarized in Table 1.1, USW is a promising method for joining lithium-ion 
batteries. 
 
Table 1.1 Summary of Different Welding Technologies in Battery Manufacturing 
Welding Method Advantages Disadvantages 
Ultrasonic welding 
• Minimum IMCs 
• Small heat-affected zone 
• Suitable for highly conductive 
materials 
• Suitable for thin sheets and 
multi-layered workpieces 
• Relative low cost  
• Possible severe tool perforation 
• Possible structural vibration 
• Upper limit in total joint 
thickness 
• Difficult for joining hard 
materials 
• Double-sided machine makes 
the equipment design more 
complex 
Resistance welding 
• Relative mature technology 
with established weld quality 
monitoring methods 
• Low cost 
• Large heat-affected zone 
• Large amount of IMCs 
• Difficult for highly conductive 
materials 
• Difficult for multi-layered 
workpieces 
Laser welding 
• Relatively small heat-affected 
zone 
• Single-sided 
• High throughput 
• IMCs for dissimilar materials 
• Porosity and hot-cracking 
• High fit-up requirement 
• High initial cost 
 
Ultrasonic welding (USW) was first introduced in the 1950s and has widespread 
applications in electrical and electronic connections in industries including electrical, automotive, 
medical, and aerospace industries [11-12]. During the process, high-frequency oscillations are 
locally applied to overlapped workpieces clamped together under pressure. The synergy of 
vibration and pressure produces relative motion at the faying surfaces, removes surface 
contaminants and oxide layers, leading to intimate metal-to-metal contact. As a result, solid-state 
bonds form at the interface, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2 [13, 15-16]. The entire area under the electrode 
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(sonotrode) tip is welded when sufficient welding time, or alternatively, sufficient welding energy 
is applied. The welding time is typically less than 2 seconds and welding energy is also relatively 
low [14].  The key process parameters are clamping pressure over the workpiece, vibration 
amplitude, and welding input energy [5, 14, 16]. 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Illustration of USW process (adopted from [14]). 
 
While USW is suitable for battery welding, several critical problems still need to be 
addressed. As mentioned in Table 1.1, USW has an upper limit in total joint thickness, and may 
introduce severe perforation or fracture at workpiece surfaces that directly contact the weld tool. 
Moreover, it is difficult for USW to produce consistent weld quality at different interfaces in a 
multi-layered joint [7,8]. To overcome these challenges and produce good quality joints for multi-
layered USW, defining a proper process window, ensuring process robustness, and appropriate 
weld tools are indispensable. However, the current method for finding the proper process settings 
is based on trial-and-error, which is both time consuming and expensive. To reduce the process 
development time and improve process robustness, a deeper understanding of the underlying 





1.2.     Summary of Literature Review  
Numerous studies have been performed on the USW process in past decades. This section 
provides a summary of the state of the art and the detailed literature review will be presented in 
Chapter 2.  
Weld quality is an important topic of any welding technique. The weld quality of USW is 
evaluated by mechanical tests and characterized by corresponding weld attributes [7]. Past research 
has classified the weld quality of USW into three major categories, a cold weld with insufficient 
weld strength, a good weld with satisfactory weld performance, and an over weld with excessive 
thinning of the workpieces [14]. The weld attributes such as bond density and post-weld thickness 
have been investigated and related to different weld qualities [7]. 
The process robustness including process parameter optimization, tool design, and 
enhancement by assistant technologies have also been discussed in the literature. Statistical 
methods have been applied to analyze the effect of different process parameters on weld quality 
[7, 16][7]. Tool design and material treatment have been investigated through experiments and 
numerical simulation [17-18]. Process enhancements by changing the vibration path and applying 
additional thermal assistance have been proposed by different researchers. 
The underlying physics of USW has been thoroughly investigated. Four different bonding 
mechanism including local melting [19], interface diffusion [20], mechanical interlocking [13], 
and metallurgical adhesion [7] have been proposed. Supporting theories such as dynamic 
recrystallization [21] and formation of intermetallic compounds (IMCs) have also been discussed 
[22]. The coupled thermal-mechanical behavior within the workpieces during the process have 
been studied by numerical methods as well [24].  
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In recent years, the increasing market for EVs has stimulated demand for battery 
manufacturing and technologies. Interest in multi-layered USW has been growing. The big 
challenges in multi-layered USW include inconsistent weld quality at different interfaces and 
narrow process window. Studies focusing on the process robustness, bonding mechanism, and 
weld propagation are discussed by some researchers [16]. 
Though USW has been studied for years, exploring the underlying physics is still 
important, as new requirements such as new material combinations and new weld configurations 
emerge to satisfy new market demands. Moreover, the research on multi-layer USW is still at an 
early stage, and no scientific guidance has been generated for the process robustness. 
 
1.3.     Research Objectives 
The objective of this research is to investigate the underlying physics of weld formation at 
individual interfaces and from interface to interface, establishing in-depth understanding of the 
relation between weld attributes and weld quality, and providing guidance on process parameter 
selections, tool optimization, and process robustness enhancement. The specific tasks are: 
1) To investigate bonding mechanism and weld formation in multi-layered USW for 
similar and dissimilar metal sheets that are frequently used in lithium-ion battery pack 
manufacturing.  
2) To investigate the influence of interfacial undulations on weld formation by 
characterizing the weld attributes through cross-sectioned samples welded using 
different anvils and evaluating the contribution of bonding strength and interfacial 
undulations on lap-shear performance. 
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3) To investigate the influence of localized preheating on weld formation and its 
feasibility on weldability enhancement of multi-layered USW by analyzing different 
welds made under varying preheating temperatures. 
The research is performed based on two hypotheses. The first hypothesis is that all USW 
processes, regardless of number of stack-up layers, share similar solid-state bonding mechanisms 
if the local conditions, such as material combination and interfacial thermal-mechanical behaviors, 
are the same, and knowledge in two-layered USW can be adopted and extrapolated to the study of 
multi-layered USW. The other hypothesis is that bonds at different interfaces in multi-layered 
USW form in sequence that is governed by thermodynamics and thermal-mechanical behavior at 
the interface. Such weld propagation can be estimated by weld attributes as well as weld quality 
and can be modified by process settings. The fulfillment of the above objectives will verify the 
hypotheses and help develop an in-depth understanding of the bonding mechanisms and weld 
propagation in ultrasonic welding of multi-layered thin metal sheets. The results in this dissertation 
will also present the effects of process variables on the weld formation and weld quality. Moreover, 
the findings will provide a more scientific guide for process robustness improvement. 
 
1.4.     Organization of Dissertation 
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: 
Chapter 2 systematically reviews the state of the art of metal ultrasonic welding process.  
First, weld quality evaluation and associated weld attribute characterization is presented. Then, the 
effect of process variables on weld quality is discussed, followed by studies of process robustness. 
The underlying physics of the process, including bonding mechanisms and thermal-mechanical 
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behavior analysis are also reviewed. Some studies in multi-layered USW in recent years are also 
summarized.  
Chapter 3 investigates the bonding mechanisms and weld formation in two frequently used 
weld configurations in lithium-ion battery pack manufacturing, namely joining 3-layers of thin Ni-
coated Cu tabs to one thick Ni-coated Cu bus bar (3CC) and joining 3-layers of thin Al tabs to one 
thick bare Cu bus bar (3AC). Microscopy was used to examine the cross-sectioned samples 
produced over a range of weld energies, including optical microscope (OM) and scanning electron 
microscope (SEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), and electron backscatter 
diffraction (EBSD). The evolution of the interfacial bonding and metallurgical features were 
correlated to weld lap-shear performance to identify different stages of the weld formation. Design 
of experiment (DOE) and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were applied to investigate the 
parametric influence on weld formation and associated weld quality.  
Chapter 4 discusses the effect of interfacial undulations on weld formation and lap-shear 
performance by using two anvils with different shapes. The undulations generated due to the two 
tool geometries were characterized by undulation size and amplitude. Several key weld attributes, 
including bond density and post-weld thickness were also compared under a series of weld 
energies. Finite element models were built based on the information of undulation and weld 
attributes to simulate and predict the lap-shear performance under different undulation and 
bonding conditions. The impact of the degree of undulation and the bonding condition contribution 
to interfacial undulations on the lap-shear behavior was analyzed. An insight of tool geometry 




Chapter 5 proposes localized preheating of the thick bus-bar side as a method to enhance 
the weldability of multi-layered USW in battery pack manufacturing.  Welds joining 3-layers of 
thin Ni-coated Cu tabs to one thick Ni-coated Cu bus bar (3CC) were used to investigate the 
influence of preheating temperature on weld performance at different weld stages. The evolution 
of the microstructure and bonding conditions under the effect of preheating were studied. 
Temperature and stress-strain history during the process under both ambient and preheated 
conditions were also analyzed using simplified 2D thermo-mechanical simulations. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the findings and expected contributions of this dissertation and 
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Chapter 2   Literature Review 
 
This chapter provides a review of the state of the art of the ultrasonic welding (USW) 
process and relevant research literature. In the past decades, extensive studies have been performed 
on the USW process to evaluate weld attributes and quality, investigate the influence of process 
parameters on weld quality, improve process robustness, and reveal the underlying physics 
including bonding mechanisms and thermo-mechanical fundamentals. Multi-layered USW is 
attracting more attention in recent years because of the increasing demands for EV batteries. 
 
2.1. Ultrasonic Welding Machine and Process 
Ultrasonic welding creates joints using high frequency vibration (e.g. 20 kHz). A USW 
machine consists of the controller, transducer, booster, sonotrode, and set of components. A 
schematic showing the configuration of a USW machine is shown in Fig. 2.1. During the welding 
process, a set of piezoelectric disks monitored by the controller generates longitudinal vibrations. 
The vibration is amplified through the booster system and transfers to the sonotrode and the horn 
tip. A clamping force is applied to the horn to hold the workpieces between the tip and the 
stationary anvil. A full weld cycle has four steps: clamping, welding, holding, and unloading. The 
clamping load is applied in the first step, while vibration only occurs during the welding step. 
Sometimes a pre-vibration of a smaller amplitude is generated before the welding step to facilitate 
welding of harder materials. Generally, workpieces are first clamped between the tip and the anvil, 
and then forced to vibrate by the vibrating tip. A combination of normal and tangential force is 
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applied during the welding step, resulting in weld formation at the workpiece interface. After the 
welding step, the workpiece is held for a short time for cooling. The process finishes once the 
clamping force is released.  
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic of a metal ultrasonic welding machine. 
 
 
2.2. Weld Quality Evaluation and Characterization 
Weld quality is one of the essential topics in studying ultrasonic welding. Different 
mechanical tests have been used to evaluate weld strength, and many weld attributes associated 
with weld strength have been used to determine weld quality. Weld strength is the maximum load 
carrying capacity of a weld before failure, typically measuring the normal strength [1] using a U-
tensile test, and the shear strength [2-3] using the lap-shear test, or the T-peel test for its mix-mode 
strength [4], as shown in Fig. 2.2. Sometimes different mechanical testing methods are correlated 




Figure 2.2. Mechanical test method for weld strength measurement: (a) U-tensile test, (b) 
lap-shear test, and (c) T-peel test. 
 
During mechanical tests, three major failure modes with respect to different weld strengths 
can be observed and are used to classify the weld quality in general. Interfacial failure typically 
occurs with relatively low weld strength and a weld with such a failure is typically called a “cold 
weld”. Partial failure or even pull out of the base material indicates a strong interfacial bonding. A 
weld of this type has relatively high weld strength and is generally defined as a “good weld”. 
Circumferential fracture at the base material with relatively low weld strength generally implies 
extreme thinning and cracks, and a weld with such a failure mode is called an “over weld”. The 
example of different weld qualities with corresponding failure mode is presented in Fig. 2.3. 
Sometimes, the transition from different weld failure modes is not very clear, and more detailed 
classifications are employed. Kim et al. [6] proposed a five-level systematic weld quality 
classification based on T-peel test. Lee et al. [7] identified four quality levels based on U-tensile 
tests.  
Identifying weld attributes that have a strong relationship with the weld strength can help 
determine the weld quality. One frequently discussed weld attribute is bond density, which is 
typically proportional to weld strength at the early stage of the process. Bond density has less 
(a) (b) (c) 
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influence on weld strength when the entire weld zone is bonded. Kong’s group [8-9] proposed a 
direct way to measure the percentage of contact points showing diffusion, which they call “linear 
weld density”. Hardness is also a widely used attribute as an indicator for weld strength [10-11] 
because it is related to material strength [12-13]. Lee et al. [7] proposed four critical weld attributes 
to describe the weld conditions and correlate them to weld quality: bond density, post weld 
thickness, size of the weld region, and size of the thermal affected zone. This study shows that the 
weld strength is affected by a combination of bond density and post weld thickness. Well defined 
weld attributes link weld quality with metallurgical characteristics and help to better understand 
the underlying mechanisms of the process. 
In addition to weld strength, fatigue behavior [14] and corrosion resistance [15-16] have also 
been associated with the prediction of the life length and reliability of a weld, especially for 
battery tab joining. 
 
2.3. Process Parameters 
Three primary process parameters in USW are clamping pressure, vibration amplitude, and 
welding time/energy. There is an optimal combination of the parameter levels to achieve a weld 
with highest strength as they interact when forming the joint [17]. Insufficient clamping pressure 
cannot guarantee close surface-to-surface contact, while excessive pressure prohibits the relative 
motion at the faying surfaces [18]. Similarly, sufficient welding time/energy is required to ensure 
sufficient development of the bond, but over welding may occur if welding time is too long or too 
much welding energy is used [19]. Large enough vibration amplitude enables relative motion 
between workpieces, yet vibration fatigue may occur if the amplitude is too large [20].  
Researchers have also found strong interactions among these parameters. Elangovan et al. [21] 
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found a strong interaction between clamping pressure and welding time, and clamping pressure 
and vibration amplitude in USW of copper sheets. Kim et al. [6] found interactions between 
welding time and clamping pressure in process optimization of Ni-coated Cu welding, and 
provided a weldability lobe under the proposed weld quality criterion, as shown in Fig. 2.3. 
 
 
Figure 2.3. Weldability lobe with corresponding weld strengths and failure modes (adopted 
from Kim et al. [6]). 
 
Other crucial parameters that noticeably influence the USW process include tool geometry [22-
28], surface conditions of the workpieces [29-31], and workpiece size [32]. Of these parameters, 
the influence of tool geometry has attracted more attention in recent years because the tool 
geometry influences the stress distribution in workpiece [28], capability of gripping workpieces 
[27], and interfacial contact geometries [26]. Well-designed tool geometries will not only help 
increase weld strength but also enhance the weldability and tool life.  
 Process parameters significantly affect weld formation and performance in USW. 
Optimization of the process parameters is essential to weld production and quality control. 
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Parametric studies provide guidelines for process robustness. But to reduce the development time 
of the process optimization, a deeper understanding of the underlying physics needs to be 
developed.  
. 
2.4. Process Robustness 
The process robustness is one of the core topics in USW. Researchers continuously explore 
methods to improve the weldability and increase weld strength. Tsujino’s group [10, 20, 33] spent 
years studying the feasibility of complex vibration such as moving the sonotrode in an elliptical 
path instead of straight back-and-forward. They found a better weld with higher strength and 
smaller vibration damage can be achieved with much smaller amplitude using this complex 
vibration pattern. Lee and Cai [34] tried to optimize the pattern of the sonotrode tip using 2D FEM. 
Yang and Cao experimentally and computationally investigated USW of Cu-Al with resistance 
heat assistance [36] [35]. They claimed an enhanced weld with shorter welding time and thinner 
IMC layer can be achieved with properly selected current. 
 
2.5. Bonding Mechanisms 
Extensive studies have focused on the bonding mechanisms in USW to develop an in-depth 
understanding of the joining mechanisms for process design, monitoring, and robustness. Based 
on microstructural analysis, four major theories have been proposed, as set forth below: 
1) Local melting with rapid cooling: Some researchers found phenomena that can be referred 
as local melting with rapid cooling and solidification [37-39]. Kreye [40] observed 
extremely fined grains in USW of Al-to-Cu via transmission electronic microscopy (TEM) 
and interpreted the observation as short time melting and rapid solidification. Gunduz et 
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al. [38] hypothesized local melting occurred in thermally enhanced USW of Al-to-Zn at a 
temperature below the equilibrium liquidus because of high strain-induced vacancy at the 
interface. Macwan and Chen [[39] observed squeezed-out eutectic liquid at the edge of the 
nugget in USW of Cu-to-Mg at high welding energy, and suggested local melting occurs 
in the process. De Vries [11] summarized that most melting phenomena in USW occur in 
welding dissimilar material with significantly different melting temperatures. Although 
several studies reported local melting, as a solid-state welding process the overall 
temperature in USW is below the melting temperature. In addition, diffusion typically 
accompanies local melting and is generally predominant in those processes.  
2) Diffusion across weld interface: Interfacial diffusion is a widely agreed bonding 
mechanism in USW, especially in welding dissimilar materials [40-49]. Studies already 
show that diffusion is a primary bonding mechanism in USW with local melting [39-40]. 
As a solid-state welding process, most bonds are formed by diffusion without local melting 
[41-49]. During the process, diffusion is induced by both elevated temperature and 
increased vacancies under high strain rate caused by ultrasonic vibration. Ji et al.[41] and 
Li et al. [42] both proposed short circuit diffusion as the prominent diffusion mechanism 
in USW by studying USW of Ni-to-Al and Al-to-Au. Both research groups found large 
numbers of micro-defects such as vacancies and dislocations at the welding interface, 
which provides a fast diffusion path that allows diffusion in a short period at relatively low 
temperature.  
The direction of interfacial diffusion depends on the mutual solubility of the welded 
materials, and sometimes intermetallic compounds (IMCs) form [43-49]. Zhang et al. [43] 
studied the USW of Al-to-Cu and discovered a thin transition layer composed of 
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amorphous phase and nanocrystallites rather than Al-Cu IMCs in the bonding area. Yang 
and Cao [36] found large amount of IMCs from an analysis of the element distribution via 
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) in thermal enhanced USW of A6061-to-Cu. Zhang et al. 
[45] studied USW of Al 6111–TiAl6V4 and found no IMCs at the interface. By comparing 
the metallurgical features in USW of Al-to-Ti, Al-to-Fe, and Al-to-Mg, they argued that 
interfacial reactions in dissimilar USW depend on mutual solid solubility, diffusion, 
temperature, and energy barrier for nucleating IMC.    
3) Mechanical interlocking: another frequently discussed bonding mechanism is macro-level 
mechanical interlocking [1, 2, 23, 49]. Severe plastic deformation and material softening 
due to thermal and acoustic effects enables the formation of mechanical interlocking at the 
weld interface. Joshi [23] found that mechanical interlocking or mixing plays an important 
role in bond formation in addition to plastic deformation in USW of Al-to-Au. Jahn et al. 
[23] studied the influence of welding energy and anvil geometry on microstructures in 
USW of Al 6111-T4, and pointed out that the interface changes from planar to wavy 
morphology as welding energy increases. They also found that the geometry of anvil 
affects the formation of mechanical interlocking, but the influence decays with increasing 
welding energy. Bakavos and Prangnell [13] further developed the theory of mechanical 
interlocking in USW of 6111 Al alloys. They concluded that the wave-like displacement 
has three length scales, ranging from ~ 5 μm in the early weld stage, when micro asperities 
at the mating surfaces fold, deform, and form microbonds; to ~20 to 50 μm when 
microbonded planes appear to rotate out of plane; and finally to ~ 1 mm, when the 
interfacial wave line displays a shape associated with the pitch of the sonotrode tip pattern. 
Lee et al. [7] showed the coexistence of metallurgical adhesion and mechanical 
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interlocking in USW of Cu-to-Cu. Wu et al. [10] found that the primary welding 
mechanism among Al tabs is mechanical mixing in multi-layered USW of 3-layered Al 
tabs to a Cu bus bar.  
Mechanical interlocking arises from both cyclic shear plastic motion and tool 
geometry, and typically appears in welding of soft materials concomitantly with other 
bonding mechanisms such as metallic bonding in particular, as described below.  
4) Metallic bonding across nascent metal contacts: a bonding mechanism universally present 
in ultrasonic welding is the atomic attraction forces across nascent metal contacts. Due to 
the inherent characteristics of metallic bonding, metals can form a bond under the 
electrostatic attractive force between the negative electron sea and positive metal ions, no 
matter whether the metals are similar or dissimilar [51]. To form metallic bonding at the 
mating surfaces, two conditions must be fulfilled. First, the surfaces must be clean and free 
of an oxide layer or contaminant. Second is that the surfaces must have intimate contact. 
These two conditions can be automatically achieved in USW. The friction-like motion 
helps abrade away the oxide layers and contaminants, leading to exposure of clean surfaces. 
The clamping pressure facilitates plastic deformation of asperities at the interface and 
ensures the intimate contact at the weld interface. Zhang and Li [52] studied this 
phenomenon by establishing a thermal-mechanical model for USW of Al foils. Both Ram’s 
team [53-54] and Prangnell’s team [13] pointed out that the microbonds initiate at contact 
asperities, and grow along the interface as those asperities deform under simultaneous 
application of normal and oscillating shear stress. Researchers [55-57] found 
recrystallization and grain growth induced by severe localized plastic deformation also play 
an important role in bond formation in USW of Al alloys.  
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To summarize, the bond formation in ultrasonic welding has complex mechanisms that 
have been studied by various researchers for decades. Four major bonding mechanisms have 
been proposed and discussed by analyzing the metallurgical features of a weld via microscopy, 
such as optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), and energy dispersive X-ray (EDS). The occurrence of different bonding 
mechanisms depends on material combinations, properties, and thermal-mechanical behaviors 
under the effect of various process conditions. Sometimes multiple bonding mechanisms coexist 
in a single weld. The driving force of bond formation and the relationship between bonding 
mechanisms and process parameters are not yet fully understood.  
 
2.6. Weld Formation 
Previous studies indicate a similar thermal-mechanical behavior during the USW process 
regardless of the bonding mechanisms [57-60]. By tracking the motion of the tool and workpieces, 
and correlating the relative motion to the microstructural evolution of the joint, as well as its 
welding strength, researchers have divided the welding process into different stages. Li et al. [60] 
and Sasaki et al. [59] tracked the motion of tool and workpieces in two-layered USW.  Lee et al. 
[61] and Arimoto et al. [62] conducted similar studies in multi-layered USW. All researchers found 
similar major stages during the welding process. 
At the beginning of the weld process, stress in the workpiece concentrates at the peaks of 
the patterned horn and anvil tools and increases under clamping pressure and oscillating lateral 
shear motion. The tools penetrate into workpieces once the yield strength is reached. The top 
workpiece is then gripped and moves together with the sonotrode tip. Considerable relative motion 
thus emerges at the faying interface of the workpiece, which helps break and disperse oxide layers 
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and surface contaminants. Li et al. [60] recorded the temperature history at different points of a 
weld and interpreted that heat is generated due to interfacial friction at this stage. Microstructural 
analysis at early stage of Cu-to-Cu USW by Lee et al. [1] showed finer grains, which implies work 
hardening at workpieces, especially at the stress concentration of the tool/workpiece interface. 
As the welding process proceeds, intimate metal-to-metal contact initiates, resulting in 
localized microbonds at some asperities. These microbonds are torn apart due to the relative 
motion at the interfacial, but progressively expand as the asperities soften and collapse under the 
effect of plastic deformation and increasing temperature. The growth of the bonds enhances the 
coupling of the workpiece and inhibits their relative motion. . The vibration of the workpieces 
eventually synchronizes, and the relative motion between tool and workpieces increases [57, 59]. 
During this stage, shearing forces in the opposite directions on the two sides of workpiece increase, 
introducing more severe plastic deformation that contributes to heat generation. Meanwhile, 
friction at the tool/workpiece interface increases and generates heat at the contact regions. The 
generated heat is conducted over the entire weld region, raising the bulk temperature and further 
softening the materials.  
A strong bond forms during the stage when workpieces vibrate simultaneously with small 
relative motion. During this stage, most asperities are flattened, voids are closed, bonding expands 
over the entire weld zone, and the sonotrode tip, workpieces, and anvil are vibrating at their own 
amplitudes. Consequently, a relatively stable dynamic condition is achieved [60, 62]. 
Concurrently, shearing forces at the sonotorde/top layer interface, the welding interface, and the 
anvil/bottom layer interface are out of phase, resulting in significant plastic deformation and 
ultrahigh strain rate in the materials. A large amount of heat is generated by both interfacial friction 
and plastic deformation. These coupled thermal-mechanical effects facilitate the evolution of the 
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interfacial bond through different bonding mechanisms including diffusion, recrystallization, 
interlocking, and even local melting.  
Finally, an over-welding occurs if too much energy is applied. The materials are extremely 
softened with continuously rising temperature, allowing deeper penetration of tool into the 
workpiece. The workpiece may therefore become extremely thinned, leading to a reduction in 
cross sectional area and consequently lower load carrying capacity. Meanwhile overheating may 
occur at the tool/workpiece interface, causing sticking [9]. Moreover, excessive deformation may 
introduce brittle ultra-fine grains, and overheating may result in undesired brittle IMCs at the 
welding interface. 
 
2.7. Mechanical and thermal fundamentals 
The bond evolution in USW indicates significant contributions form mechanical and 
thermal influences, as seen in the following three aspects discussed below. 
1) Material hardening and softening: during USW process, the material undergoes both work 
hardening and softening effect. Lee et al. [63] indicated that the evolution of stress is a 
combination of isotropic and kinematic hardening. The isotropic hardening is due to flow 
rules, where the material yields and the surface remains the same shape but expands with 
increasing stress. Whereas kinematic hardening is caused by cyclical loading and back 
stresses, where the yielded surface shifts with constant size and the Bauschinger effect 
applies [64-65]. At the same time, material is softened under superimposed elevated 
temperature and acoustic effects [68-70]. It is well-known that the yield strength decreases 
with higher temperature. An early study by Langenecker [68] claimed that highly localized 
regions, such as dislocations, voids, and grain boundaries, move faster and more freely 
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after absorbing acoustic energy. The plastic limit of the material then proportionally 
decreases with increasing ultrasonic intensity without the aid of thermal activities. Siddiq 
and colleagues [65-66] performed a series of studies of thermal-mechanical modeling in 
USW, and found that the acoustic effect plays an indispensable role in material softening.  
2) Heat generation: there are two heat sources in USW. The first is the interfacial friction. 
The frictional heat generated is proportional to the frictional force and interfacial relative 
motion rate [63, 69]. The other heat source is plastic deformation, which is a function of 
yield stress and relative motion [24]. Simulation results [70-72] show the maximum 
temperature is below the melting temperature of the base material and occurs at the center 
of the weld area, either at weld interface or tool/workpiece interface, where it is subjected 
to more plastic deformation and friction.  
3) Interfacial thermal dynamics: where the bonding mechanisms depends on the thermal 
dynamic properties of the material and local thermal-mechanical behaviors. Computational 
methods have been employed to predict the interfacial thermal dynamic evolutions in 
recent years. Robson et al. [73] simulated the IMC formation in USW of Al-Mg and found 
that IMCs formed quickly at local microbonds in the initial stages of the welding process, 
and grow slowly once local bonds impinge. Shen et al. [74] modeled the interfacial grain 
evolution in USW of Cu tabs, and observed three predominant microstructural evolutions 
from the beginning to the end of the process, which are severe plastic deformation, dynamic 
recrystallization, and subsequent grain growth. Ward et al. [75] predicted grain growth 
because of frictional heating in USW of Ag-Cu. 
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2.8. Multi-layered USW 
A number of studies have focused on two-layer USW, and only in recent years has multi-
layered USW started to receive more attention because of the increasing demand for battery tab 
joining. The bonding mechanisms and underlying thermal-mechanical physics in multi-layered 
USW are similar to those in two-layered welds. The primary difference is the non-uniform 
interfacial conditions in multi-layered process, which makes weld quality inconsistent and more 
difficult to control. Lee et al. [63] investigated the thermal-mechanical behavior in USW of three-
layered Al tabs to a Cu bus bar using FEM. The simulation results showed more heat and a larger 
vibration amplitude is generated at the top workpiece. Lee et al. [61] used a high-speed camera to 
trace the vibration of individual layers in welding multiple layers of the same material, and studied 
the influence of different anvil geometry on the vibration transmissions. The study showed with 
finer anvil the largest relative motion occurs at the top interface and monotonically decreases to 
the bottom. With a coarser anvil, the largest relative motion occurs at the top interface and smallest 
relative motion at middle interface. Wu et al. [10] experimentally studied the joint formation in 
USW of three-layered Al tabs to a Cu bus bar and three-layered Cu tabs to a Cu bus bar, and found 
different bonding mechanisms at different interfaces in the welding process with dissimilar 
materials. Das et al. [76] conducted a full factorial experiment on multi-layered USW of Al-Cu. 
They observed a complex relation between weld strength and the main effects and interactions of 
the process parameters. They proposed a third-order polynomial regression model of the process 
parameters to determine the maximum weld strength in lap shear and T-peel tests.  
To summarize, the study of multi-layered USW is still in an early stage and joint formation 
at mating interfaces and its propagation through different interfaces is still unclear. To improve  
weld quality and provide better guidelines for the development of robust processes for multi-
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layered USW, a deeper understanding needs to be developed on the joint formation at the mating 
surfaces and the joint propagation through different interfaces.  
 
2.9. Summary 
Ultrasonic welding has been studied for years. USW weld quality is defined by mechanical 
performance and the associated weld attributes. The influence of process parameters on weld 
performance has been evaluated and process optimization based on parametric studies has been 
discussed. Theories of four major bonding mechanisms, including local melting, diffusion, 
mechanical interlocking, and metallic bonding, have been developed. The joint evolution and the 
underlying thermal-mechanical fundamentals have been studied. Process robustness has been 
investigated based on a better understanding primarily of the process for single interface joints. 
More attention to multi-layered USW has arisen in the last decade. Nevertheless, the understanding 
in multi-layered USW is still limited. There is a lack of knowledge on joint formation at individual 
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Ultrasonic metal welding has inherent advantages as a solid state welding process and has 
been widely applied in the joining of battery cell tabs (typically made of Al/Cu) to bus-bar 
(typically made of Cu). However, the bonding mechanisms and weld formation in such multi-
layered welds are still not well understood. The approach to determining proper joining process 
variables are still largely based on trial-and-error. This chapter investigates the weld formation in 
two frequently used weld configurations by analyzing the microstructure and interfacial bonding 
evolution via microscopy and the corresponding weld quality. The two configurations include 
welds of three-layered Al tabs to bare Cu bus-bar and welds of three-layered Ni-coated Cu tabs to 
Ni-coated Cu bus-bar. The results show that bonding among Ni-coated Cu sheets consists of metal 
mixture and mechanical interlocking, and the weld forms from the sonotrode side to the anvil side. 
In comparison, the bonding among Al tabs is achieved by dynamic recrystallization under severe 
plastic deformation, and the bonding between Al and Cu is dominated by interfacial diffusion, 
which requires more input energy to accomplish. Statistical methods are also applied to investigate 
the influence of process parameters on weld quality. 
 
 
* Part of the content of this chapter has been published in ASME Journal of Manufacturing Science 
and Engineering, under “Joint Formation in Multilayered Ultrasonic Welding of Ni-Coated Cu 
and the Effect of Preheating.”, 2018, 140(1s). The content in Section 3.3.2 has been submitted as 




In assembling batteries for electric vehicles (EVs), multi-layered battery tabs made of Al 
or Cu are welded to a bus-bar that links multiple battery cells to form a battery module. Multiple 
modules are then assembled together to form a battery pack to ensure sufficient working voltage 
and energy capacity. The high thermal and electrical conductivity of Al and Cu make it difficult 
to achieve good-quality welds using conventional welding technologies. Ultrasonic welding 
(USW), as a solid-sate welding process, has attracted tremendous interest in welding within and 
between battery cells.  In USW, high frequency oscillation produces tangential motion among 
workpieces clamped between a sonotrode and an anvil. The reciprocating sliding motion under 
pressure disperses oxide layers and contaminants, generates heat, induces plastic deformation, 
produces direct metal-to-metal contact, and as a result, creates a joint at the metal interface. During 
the process, the temperature is relatively low [1-2], and plastic deformation, rather than melting 
and solidification, plays a vital role in joint formation [2-4].  Therefore, materials with different 
properties can be joined with minimal intermetallic compound formation. These inherent 
characteristics of USW make it well-suited for joining pouch-type prismatic lithium-ion battery 
cells. 
In spite of the advantages of USW, a big challenge in efficiently applying USW in 
automotive lithium-ion battery welding is to achieve consistent weld quality in multi-layered 
welds.  The current approach to achieving an acceptable multi-layered weld for various processing 
conditions and material combinations is based largely on trial-and-error methods. To improve the 
process robustness and weld quality, a better understanding of joint formation in multi-layered 
USW is highly desirable. 
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Two primary elements need to be considered to improve the understanding of the welding 
process in multi-layered USW.  One is the weld formation at the interface between two layers, 
including interfacial bonding and mechanical interlocking, and the other is joint propagation 
between the different interfaces in multi-layered welding.  The weld formation between two sheets 
in USW has been investigated by many researchers. Bakavos and Prangnell [5], Lee et al. [6], and 
Zhang et al. [7] studied USW of similar metals and indicated that the work pieces were bonded by 
metallurgical adhesion with mechanical interlocking.  Watanabe et al. [8] and Haddadi [9] 
observed diffusion bonding in USW of dissimilar materials. Kreye [10] and Gunduz et al. [11] 
discussed local melting in USW, but the phenomenon was rarely observed by others.   
When considering weld propagation from one interface to another, several studies have 
shown that multi-layered welds are not forming uniformly at the different interfaces resulting in 
inconsistent interfacial weld performance.  Lee et al. [12] tracked the vibration of each interface 
in ultrasonic welds of 4-layered Cu welding and found that different layers vibrate in-phase with 
different amplitudes, and the relative displacement at different interfaces varies in early stages of 
the process. The study also shows that the weld formation is notably affected by the shape of the 
anvil. Temperature distribution and history were analyzed by Lee et al. [13] through simulation of 
the welding process between 3-layered Al tabs and 1 Cu bus-bar. The results imply a non-uniform 
temperature distribution at different interfaces. Shin and Leon [14] studied different combinations 
of multi-layered Al-Cu USW welds, and found different weld strength and failure mode at different 
interfaces. Moreover, the researchers also found that different weld stack-up configurations 
resulted in different electrical resistance of the weld. Das et al. [15] performed systematic study 
on process robustness and weld strength using statistical methods, and established empirical 
models predicting the lap-shear and T-peel strength of the interface closer to the anvil side. A T-
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peel test at different interfaces from this study also illustrates significant strength difference from 
interface to interface. In addition, bonding mechanisms vary in different material combinations as 
indicated by Wu et al. [16] in a study of multi-layered Al-to-Cu and Cu-to-Cu ultrasonic welds. In 
summary, all prior studies in multi-layered USW provide an insight showing inconsistent weld 
formation and performance due to discrepancies in dynamic, thermo-mechanical, and structural 
behavior at different interfaces. However, the bonding mechanisms, weld propagation, and 
influence of process variables are still not very clear.  
This chapter aims at developing an in-depth understanding in the bonding mechanisms and 
weld formation in multi-layered USW of Al-to-Cu and Cu-to-Cu that are frequently used in battery 
pack manufacturing.  The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 describes 
the materials and experimental procedures; Section 3.3 discusses the observations of weld 
formation and the corresponding weld quality; Section 3.4 investigates the influence of process 
parameters on weld formation and presents a statistical study showing important variables on weld 
quality; Section 3.5 summarizes and concludes the findings in this chapter.  
 
3.2. Materials and Experimental Setup 
In this research, two weld stack-up configurations, widely seen in lithium-ion battery 
manufacturing, were investigated. The first was a three-layered pure Ni-coated Cu tabs (0.2 mm, 
≥ 99.9% Cu) to one-layer Ni-coated Cu bus-bar (0.9 mm, ≥ 99.9% Cu), designated as ‘3CC’, and 
the other was a three-layered pure Al (0.2 mm, ≥ 99% Al, ≤ 0.95 % Fe, 0.05-0.2% Cu) to one-
layer bare Cu bus-bar (0.5 mm, ≥ 99.9% Cu ), designated as ‘3AC’. The width and length of all 
studied metal sheets are 41 mm and 45 mm, respectively. The nickel coating on the Ni-coated Cu 
tab and bus-bar are 2.4 µm and 1.5 µm, respectively.  Table 3.1 lists the mechanical properties of 
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all materials. No special pre and post treatments such as heat treatment or surface cleansing were 
used on the materials. 









Al 1100 30.7 99.2 35.5 
Ni-coated Cu 110 111 335 91 
Bus-bars 
Bare Cu 110 70.5 327 92 
Ni-coated Cu 110 255 313 101 
 
The experimental procedure is as follows: 1) three-layered tabs (Al/Cu) were ultrasonically 
welded to bus-bar (bare/Ni-coated Cu) at different process setting levels; 2) weld zones were 
characterized by microscopy; 3) weld attributes were characterized and correlated to weld quality 
assessed by a lap-shear test to evaluate the weld development; and 4) the variation of weld quality 
and performance subjected to different process parameters was statistically studied. 
 
3.2.1 Ultrasonic Weld Configuration and Procedures 
 The USW experiments were performed using a BransonTM USW machine (series L20, 
5000W maximum power, 20 kHz frequency) with energy-control mode. Figure 3.1 shows the 
ultrasonic welding machine and the stack-up configurations. A specifically designed jig was 
mounted on the welder to locate and prevent the metals sheets from undesired motion, as shown 
in Fig. 3.1 (a). A tip with 3-by-3 hemi-spherical knurls and an anvil with 4-by-5 pyramid knurls 
were used in this study. The hemi-spherical knurls were perfectly aligned with the 4 pyramid 
knurls, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 (b). As described in the schematic picture in Fig. 3.1 (c), the Cu 
bus-bar was placed on the stationary anvil with three-layered Al tabs put on top of the bus-bar. 
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The metal sheets from the sonotrode tip (top) to the anvil (bottom) were marked as layer 1st to 4th 
sequentially, and the interface between layer 1st and 2nd, 2nd and 3rd, and 3rd and 4th were defined 
as the top, middle, and bottom interface, respectively. The shorter side of the metal sheets was 
parallel to the direction of the anvil with 5 pyramids in a row, which was also the vibration 
direction, as shown in Figs. 3.1 (b) and (c). The weld was made at the center of the stack. The areas 
with tip knurl indentation were defined as valleys, and the protrusions among those indentations 
were defined as crests.  
 
Figure 3.1. Experimental setup showing (a) metal USW machine, (b) sonotrode tip and 
anvil, and (c) side and top views of the multi-layered USW configuration. 
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Weld energy was selected as the input variable for the study of weld formation from 
screening tests performed prior to this research. For welds of 3CC, weld energy ranged from 1200 
J to 2800 J with an increment of 200 J, while clamping pressure and vibration amplitude was set 
as 20 psi and 65 µm, respectively. A set of samples welded at 600 J was produced to investigate 
early stages of the process when not all interfaces were bonded. In the 3CC study, all settings were 
repeated 3 times. For 3AC welds, the influence of process parameters was investigated, and 
therefore three process parameters were varied in this study. To reduce the number experiments 
for the parametric study, a central composite design (CCD) was applied. The process conditions 
investigated are summarized in Table 3.2. The setting with clamping pressure as 25 psi, vibration 
amplitude as 40 µm, and weld energy as 500 J was selected as the center point. All interfaces of 
the 3AC were tested individually, and 9 replicates were made at each setting for USW. To avoid 
the effects of experimental sequence, the weld sequence was randomized.  
 
Table 3.2 Experimental Design Matrix 





1 164 40 25 
2 300 35 20 
3 300 35 30 
4 300 45 20 
5 300 45 30 
6 500 32 25 
7 500 40 17 
8 500 40 25 
9 500 40 33 
10 500 48 25 
11 700 35 20 
12 700 35 30 
13 700 45 20 
14 700 45 30 




3.2.2 Sample Preparation and Microscopy 
The development of the weld as a function of weld energy was investigated in samples 
cross-sectioned at A-A, as shown in Fig. 3.1 (c). Microscopy, including optical microscopy (OM), 
scanning electron microscope (SEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), and electron 
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) were employed to inspect the interfacial bonding conditions and 
microstructures. The microscopic characterizations were correlated to the weld quality, which was 
described by lap-shear load carrying capacity and the failure mode of each interface, thus 
permitting the assessment of the joint at different stages during the weld formation.  
 
3.2.3 Weld Performance Evaluation 
Lap-shear tests were used to evaluate the weld quality. The load carrying capacity was used 
to describe the weld strength. The test was performed using an MTS Instron testing machine with 
a 5 kN load cell. During the test, a welded sample was mounted between a fixed lower grip and a 
movable upper grip, as shown in Fig. 3.2. The cross-head speed was set to 2 mm/min. Each 
interface was measured individually, as detailed in Figs. 3.2 (b) to (d). The top and bottom interface 
were tested in USW of 3CC and all interfaces were tested in USW of 3AC. During the test, the 
neutral axis was not perfectly aligned through the interface, but the influence of the eccentricity 
caused by the misalignment was not significant because the workpieces were thin, and 




Figure 3.2. Lap-shear test: (a) photo image and schematics for (b) top interface, (c) middle 
interface, and (d) bottom interface. 
 
3.3. Bonding Mechanisms and Weld Formation 
This section presents the study of the bonding mechanisms and weld formation at 
individual interfaces, as well as from interface-to-interface in ultrasonically welded 3AC and 3CC 
configurations. The samples produced at different weld energies were cross-sectioned and 
examined using microscopy. To investigate the microstructures, some sample were etched using 
Keller’s reagent [12], while other samples were polished using Focused ion beam (FIB) in SEM. 
The metallurgical characteristics and corresponding weld strength are discussed.  
 
3.3.1 Microstructural analysis and mechanical tests of 3CC 
Weld samples produced at weld energies ranging from 1200 J to 2400 J were cross-
sectioned at A-A, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 (c). Representative OM images of these samples are 
presented in Fig. 3.3. The crest and valley regions described in Section 3.2.1 are marked in Fig. 
3.3 (b). As shown in Fig. 3.3 (a), a clear non-bonded gap can be observed at the bottom interface 
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in samples produced at 1200 J. As weld energy increases, the visible gap diminishes and closes 
from the center to the edges of the weld zone, as shown in Figs. 3.3 (b) and (c). When the weld 
energy is over 1600 J, there is no visible gap at the bottom interface, and the size of the bond area 
remains almost unchanged, shown in Figs. 3.3 (d) to (f). In comparison, no visible gaps can be 
observed at the top and the middle interface in all studied conditions. The bonding conditions in 
Fig. 3.3 indicate that the top and middle interfaces form bonds prior to the bottom interface in this 
study.  
 
Figure 3.3. Optical microscopic images of samples welded at cross-section A-A at (1) 1200 
J, (b) 1400 J, (c) 1600 J, (d) 1800 J, (e) 2000 J, and (f) 2400 J. 
 
Bonding Mechanisms of 3CC Ultrasonic Weld 
The micro-level bonding conditions were studied using OM and SEM in the crest region. 
The results of a sample welded at 1600 J are shown in Fig. 3.4. The OM image of the entire region 
is presented in Fig. 3.4 (a). The Ni-coating is marked as dashed black line in the figure. A clear 
line with minimal undulations and a line with severe undulations can be seen at the bottom and the 





Figure 3.4. Crest region of sample welded at 1600 J, with (a) OM image, (b) SEM image at 
area A, (b) EDX composition scan along dashed line in area A; (d) SEM image at area B, 
(e) EDX composition mapping of Cu in area B, (f) EDX composition mapping of Ni in area 
B, (g) bonding details at etched area C, and (h) bonding details at area D. 
 
 
The SEM image at area A is presented in Fig. 3.4 (b) and shows that local bonds are formed. 
An EDX composition scan was performed along the dashed line, and the results are presented in 
Fig. 3.4 (c). The elemental spectrum analysis along the scanning line in Fig. 3.4 (c) confirms that 
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the bonds are formed between Ni-coatings at the faying surfaces. The details of bonding at the 
middle interface are studied in areas B and C. The SEM image of area B in Fig. 3.4 (d) shows co-
existence of Cu-Cu bonds and severely distorted Ni-Ni bonds. Mechanical interlocking forms at 
the severely distorted Ni-Ni bonding lines. No obvious diffusion between Cu and Ni can be found 
in the studied area according to the EDX mapping shown in Figs. 3.4 (e) and (f). Figure 3.4 (e) 
shows the bonding details at the etched area C. A visible Cu-Cu bonding line can be observed 
between two pieces of discontinuous Ni-coatings, and further mixture in Cu without clear bonding 
lines is observed in larger Cu-Cu bonding area. A study of area D in Fig. 3.4 (h) implies that the 
broken Ni-coatings are mixed into the 1st and 2nd Cu layers, the bonding line at the top interface is 
thus difficult to discern. The information provided by Fig. 3.4 indicates that bonding among Ni-
coated Cu sheets consists of metallurgical adhesion, interlocking and material mixture. 
 
Interfacial Weld Formation in 3CC 
The development of bonding at all interfaces with varying weld energy are shown in Fig. 
3.5. The results imply that all interfaces experience similar weld development at different weld 
energies. At the top interface, an undulated Ni-Ni bond starts to form at 600 J, as shown in Fig. 
3.5 (a). As weld energy increases, the Ni-Ni bond distorts and breaks. The broken Ni-Ni bonds 
develop into small segments and mix into the base material at the end of the Ni-Ni bonding line, 
as shown in Figs. 3.5 (b) and (c). When weld energy is over 1400 J, most Ni-Ni bond segments 
are mixed into the base material forming second phase particles, and no obvious interface line can 
be identified, as shown in Fig. 3.5 (d). In comparison, a Ni-Ni bonding line with minimum 
undulations is found at the middle interface in sample welded at 600 J, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5 (a). 
The degree of undulation of the Ni-Ni bonding line increases at higher weld energy levels, as 
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shown in Fig. 3.5 (b). The bonding line further distorts and breaks as weld energy increases, as 
shown in Figs. 3.5 (d) to (f). Similarly, the bottom interface initiates bonding at 1400 J, starting 
with minimum undulated Ni-Ni bond, then develops into an undulated Ni-Ni bond at higher weld 
energies, as presented in Figs. 3.5 (d) to (f). A higher degree of undulation in the Ni-Ni bond and 
even the Cu-Cu bond can be found in the valley region at the bottom interface in the sample welded 
at 2400 J, as shown in Fig. 3.5 (g). The figure also indicates broken Ni-Ni bonds of the three top 
tabs mix and diminish into the base material in the valley region.  
 
Figure 3.5.  Detailed OM images of crest region in welds made at (a) 600 J, (b) 1200 J, (c) 
1200 J with higher magnification, (d) 1400 J, (e) 1800 J, and (f) 2400 J, and OM image of 
valley in weld made at 2400 J. 
 
In summary, all interfaces in USW of a 3CC joint develop the interfacial bonding in the 
same manner but at different times. Four stages can be summarized in the weld formation of Ni-
coated Cu sheets. In the first stage, Ni-coatings of the faying surfaces metallurgically bond as the 
contaminants of the surface are dissipated, surface asperities flattened, and intimate metal-to-metal 
contact forms under pressure. Minimum interfacial undulations form in this stage because of the 
relatively low temperature and work hardening of the material [6]. In the second stage, temperature 
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elevates and reduces the flow stress of the material. Obvious interfacial undulations at the Ni-Ni 
bonding line initiate and develop under the synergy of normal and oscillating shear stress. As the 
process proceeds, in the third stage, the Ni-Ni bonding line experiences extreme distortion and 
breaks, allowing direct intimate contact of Cu surfaces and formation of Cu-Cu bonds. In this 
stage, the interfacial joint is a combination of undulated Ni-Ni bonds and Cu-Cu bonds. As the 
process further develops to the fourth stage, the segmented Ni-Ni bonding lines break into small 
particles and mixed into the base material. The top interface quickly develops from the second 
stage to the fourth stage from 600 J to 1400 J according to the studied samples and remains at the 
fourth stage at higher weld energy levels. The middle interface develops from the first stage at 600 
J, develops to the third stage at 1400 J, and maintains the third stage in the crest regions while it 
changes to the fourth stage in the valley regions for higher weld energy levels. The bottom interface 
slowly initiates the first stage at 1400 J and develops to the second stage in the crest region and 
third stage in the valley regions as weld energy increases. Such formation sequence indicates that 
the top interface is bonded prior to the other interfaces, and the bottom interface forms the bond 
last. 
 
Lap-Shear Performance of 3CC 
A lap-shear test was performed on the top and bottom interfaces of ultrasonically welded 
3CC joints. The maximum shear load carrying capacity (i.e. weld strength) for a given weld energy 
is presented in Fig. 3.6. The results indicate that weld strength at the top interface slightly increases 
from 300 N to 400 N as weld energy changes from 1200 J to 2800 J. The failure mode at the top 
interface is circumferential failure for all studied conditions, as shown in the samples welded at 
1400 J and 2400 J. Within the tested energy range the top interface changes from the third to the 
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fourth stage of the weld formation. In comparison, the weld strength at the bottom interface is 
much more sensitive to the change of weld energy and can be classified by three different parts. 
The first part shows a rapid increase in weld strength from 1200 J to 1600 J, where Ni-Ni bond 
with minimum undulations form and expand over the weld zone. The second part finds a gradual 
increase of the weld strength from 1600 J to 2000 J, where the interfacial gap diminishes in the 
weld zone and slight undulation initiates in Ni-Ni bond line. The failure mode in the first two 
stages is interfacial separation. The third part, when weld energy is over 2000 J, there is a minor 
increase in weld strength and pull-out from the base material dominates the failure mode. 
According to the OM images in Fig. 3.5, more severe undulations of the Ni-Ni bond develop, with 
mechanical interlocking formation and Cu-Cu bonds formation where the Ni-Ni bonding line 
breaks. The three parts of the lap-shear performance of the bottom interface matches with the weld 
formation stages the bottom interface experiences as weld energy increases. The results imply that 
weld strength rapidly increases in the first stage of the weld formation, gradually increases in the 
second stage, and tends to be more constant in the last two stages when failure mode transfers to 




Figure 3.6. Lap-shear results vs. weld energy for the top and bottom interfaces of 3CC. 
 
Summary 
The analysis of the microstructures and the corresponding weld strength shows that the 
weld among Ni-coated Cu sheets consists of Ni-Ni bonds, mechanical interlocking, Cu-Cu bonds, 
and material mixture, regardless of the layer thickness and interface location. Four weld formation 
stages can be characterized as the weld proceeds: 1) In the first stage, the Ni-coating at the 
contacted surface initiate bonds and forms a bonding line with minimum undulations, and weld 
strength rapidly increases. 2) In the second stage, the bonded Ni-coating distorts under the 
influence of clamping pressure and oscillatory shearing, moderate undulations form, and weld 
strength gradually increases. 3) In the third stage, excessive plastic deformation breaks the Ni-Ni 
bond, allowing bond formation between Cu at the interface, and the segmented Ni-Ni bonds move 
with the material flow, which forms macro-level mechanical interlocking. 4) In the fourth stage, 
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as the process continues, Cu-Cu bonds grow with more material mixture, and Ni-Ni bonds break 
into tiny pieces that mix into Cu, forming second phase particles.  
Although experiencing a similar weld formation process, different interfaces reach each 
stage at a different weld energy level. In this study, the weld develops first at the top interface, and 
may even skip the first stage due to the plastic deformation of the metal sheet. Then the middle 
interface develops a weld, followed by weld formation at bottom interface at higher weld energy. 
A monotonically sequential weld propagation from the top interface to the bottom interface can be 
observed in USW of 3CC. 
 
3.3.2 Microstructural analysis and mechanical tests of 3AC 
Samples of the 3AC joint were ultrasonically welded at 164 J, 500 J, and 836 J with 
clamping pressure at 25 psi and vibration amplitude at 40 µm. The samples were cross-sectioned 
and etched at A-A (in Fig. 3.1 (c)). The OM images of these samples are shown in Fig. 3.7.  Macro-
level undulations are observed in all interfaces, as both pure Al and Cu are malleable materials. 
The level of interfacial undulations among the Al tabs increases as the weld proceeds and becomes 
difficult to identify visually in the sample welded at 836 J. Visible gaps at the Al/Cu interface can 
be found in samples produced at 164 J and 500 J, which diminishes when higher weld energy is 
used. Gaps can also be found at the top and the middle interface at crest regions in the samples 
welded at 164 J and 500 J, as indicated in Figs. 3.7 (a) and (b). No visible gap is observed in the 
sample welded at 836 J, but the Al tabs are extremely thinned and even penetrated at valleys, as 






Figure 3.7. Optical microscopic images of samples welded at cross-section: A-A at (1) 164 J, 
(b) 500 J, and (c) 836 J. 
 
Bonding Mechanisms in Al Tabs 
The bonding mechanisms in the 3AC joint, including bonding between Al and Cu, and Al-
to-Al will be discussed in this section. OM images with higher magnification are shown in Fig. 
3.8. Figures 3.8 (a) and (b) show the valley and crest region of the sample welded at 164 J. 
Segmented Al-Al bonding lines with micro-level undulations could be found at the top and the 
middle interface, while an Al-Al mixture can be found between segmented bonding lines, as 
indicated in Fig. 3.8 (a). In comparison, bonding lines in the crest region are smoother with 
minimum segmentations and visible gaps, as shown in Fig. 3.8 (b). The smooth bonding lines 
extensively distort in the crest area in the sample welded at 836 J, resulting in bulk material 
mixture, as presented in Fig. 3.8 (c). The results suggest that material mixture with micro-level 
undulations contribute to the bonding among Al tabs, and bulk material mixture dominates the 




Figure 3.8. OM images with higher magnification (a) at valley of 164 J sample, (b) crest of 
164 J sample, and (c) crest of 836 J sample. 
 
The microstructures in area A to D (in Fig. 3.7), which respectively represent the valley 
and crest area in samples welded at 164 J and 836 J, were closely characterized by EBSD shown 
in Fig. 3.9. The grain size, varying by location and weld energy, are presented in Fig. 3.9 (a). The 
grain size in the crest area (15 to 30 µm) is much larger than that in the valley area (3 to 5 µm) in 
a low energy welded sample, implying recrystallization in the valley. As weld energy increases to 
836 J, the grain size in the crest region dramatically drops to about 7 µm, indicating 
recrystallization as weld energy increases. In comparison, the grain size in the valley gradually 
decreases to 1.5 µm possibly under the synergy of plastic deformation and increased temperature 
[6]. Noticeably, no grain exhibits a high misorientation angle in the studied area, even at the weld 
interface, as shown in fig. 3.9 (b). Previous studies [20-21] confirmed that the interfacial 
temperature is typically lower than the melting point of Al (~ 657 ºC) [17]. Therefore, as a solid-
state welding process, the recrystallization in the valley is driven by plastic deformation with high 
strain rate. 
Inverse pole figure (IPF) maps are presented in Figs. 3.9 (c) to (f). In Fig. 3.9 (c), a sample 
made at 164 J, the valley area exhibits uniformly distributed grains without distinguishable 
interfaces. In comparison, clear top and middle interfaces can be identified in the crest region, 
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where the visible gap closes, as shown in Fig. 3.9 (d).  At higher weld energy, further deformation 
and concurrent recovery due to a temperature rise allows the grain size to decrease slightly in the 
valley area. The black spots marked in Fig. 3.9 (e) represent extreme deformation that cannot be 
characterized using current equipment in this study. The white spots in the same figure are iron 
precipitations from the pure Al according to element spectrum analysis. Besides, the crest area in 
the same sample exhibits fully recrystallized grains without distinguishable interfaces, as shown 
in Fig. 3.9 (f).  
An analysis of the microstructure via OM and EBSD indicate bulk dynamic 
recrystallization through all tabs is the dominant bonding mechanisms in Al tabs in this study. The 
two faying surfaces are clamped together and form initial metallic adhesion. Severe plastic 
deformation introduces micro-level undulations and provides a driving force for recrystallization. 
As the weld process proceeds, gaps at the faying surfaces are filled by deformed material and 




Figure 3.9. Grain structure analysis at valley and crest area for samples welded at 164 J 
and 836 J: (a) change average grain size, (b) change of grain average misorientation, IPF of 




Bonding Mechanisms between Al and Cu 
To characterize the bonding between Al and Cu interface, EDX line scanning was used for 
the detection of chemical composition around area C marked in Fig. 3.7 (c). The OM image of 
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area C with higher magnification is presented in Fig. 3.10 (a). A clear Al/Cu interface line can be 
seen in this area, and the clear line becomes severe undulated at the location where penetration 
occurs, implying local severe plastic deformation. Both the smooth and undulating areas were 
studied by EDX line scanning marked as Line a and Line b. The atomic distribution of the Al and 
Cu elements along Line a is shown in Fig. 3.10 (b). The result indicates a thin diffusion layer with 
around 6 µm thick, proving interfacial diffusion in Al/Cu bonds. The diffusion layer becomes 
thicker (~ 12 µm) in the area with severer deformations, as the EDX scanning along Line b shows 
in Fig. 3.10 (c). Within the diffusion layer, there also exists an around 3 µm plateau region with 
constant atomic percentage of Al (around 90%) and Cu (10%). According to the Al-Cu phase 
diagram [17], such constant elemental composition implies a mixture of pure Al and CuAl2. 
Previous study by Satphathy et al. [16] suggests that the interfacial temperature of ultrasonically 
welded Al 1100 and Cu 110 was no higher than 330 ºC, which is much lower than the melting 
temperature [17]. Therefore, the formation of the IMCs is more likely caused by severe plastic 
deformation. Interfacial diffusion in USW of Al and Cu has also been reported by Zhang et al. 
[18], who investigated the nanostructure at the interface of ultrasonically welded Al and Cu by 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and found a ~ 10 nm thick transition layer composed of 
amorphous phase and nanocrystallites. Both previous studies and the analysis of EDX suggests 
that the bonding between Al and Cu takes place by interdiffusion enhanced by severe plastic 
deformation. The variation of diffusion layer indicates non-uniform welding diffusion along the 




Figure 3.10. EDX analysis at Al/Cu interface in sample welded at 836 J: (a) OM image of 
area C in marked in Fig. 3.7 (c), (b) element distribution along Line a, and (c) element 
distribution along Line b. 
 
Weld formation and Lap-Shear Performance of 3AC 
The weld formation from one interface to another is not clear in USW of 3AC according 
to the microstructure evolution. To further understand the weld propagation in 3AC, some factors 
representing weld formation are required. As implied in the cases of 3CC in Section 3.3.1, weld 
formation has a strong relationship with the corresponding lap-shear performance, including weld 
strength and failure mode. Therefore lap-shear test results can be used as an index depicting the 
weld formation at single interface and from interface to interface especially when microstructural 
analysis does not show a clear sequence. This hypothesis is not only supported by study of 3CC 
but also proved by some other researchers [6, 14, 22]. As interfacial weld develops, the weld 
strength represented as weld load carrying capacity typically increases to a maximum value as 
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bond grows and gradually decreases as extreme thinning occurs. Moreover, the failure mode 
generally transfers from interfacial separation to partial pull-out to circumferential as weld 
develops, and the maximum strength is typically achieved when partial pull-out of the base 
material predominates.  
The lap-shear performance of all interfaces in USW of a 3AC joint made were measured. 
The maximum shear load carrying capacity (i.e. lap-shear strength) of welds made by 25 psi, 40 
µm, and 164 J to 836 J are presented in Fig. 3.11 (a). As weld energy increases, the lap-shear 
strength gradually decreases at the top interface, gradually increases at the middle interface, and 
considerably increases at the bottom interface. Four different failure modes were observed in the 
studied case, including interfacial failure, one-sided pull-out, multi-sided pull-out, and 
circumferential fracture, designated as ‘IF’, ‘PO1’, ‘PO2’, and ‘CF’, respectively, as illustrated in 
Fig. 3.11 (b). As weld energy increases from 164 J to 836 J with constant pressure and amplitude, 
the failure mode ranges from PO1 to PO2 and to CF at both the top and the middle interface, while 
the failure mode at the bottom interface changes from IF to PO2 and finally to CF. The decline of 
the weld strength and tear or fracture of the base material at the top interface implies it experiences 
a later stage of the weld development within the studied energy range. In comparison, the weld at 
the middle interface becomes stronger with pull-out failure or circumferential failure, which 
indicates a middle to slight late stage of a weld development at the middle interface. The bottom 
interface undergoes a rapid climb of the weld strength with failure mode changing from IF to CF, 
suggesting a transition from early stage to the middle or slight late stage of the weld development.   
The lap-shear performance of the interfaces in 3AC within the studied range indicates that 
the top interface develops weld faster than the middle and the bottom interface do, while the middle 
interface slightly develops faster than the bottom interface. Such sequence suggests a top to bottom 
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weld propagation in USW of 3AC. However, the weld strength and failure mode are affected by 
sample geometries, material properties, and bonding strength. Even a weak bond can also 
experience pull-out failure if the workpiece is very thin.  The microstructures at the top and the 
middle interface do not exhibit significant difference for all studied conditions, and non-bonded 
areas are observed at all interfaces in the cross-sectioned samples. Therefore, these is no solid 
evidence proving the aforementioned weld propagation in 3AC.   
 
Figure 3.11. Lap-shear performance results: (a) weld strength vs. weld energy for all 
interfaces of 3AC, (b) 4 different failure modes. 
 
Summary 
Multiple microscopy methods, including OM, SEM, EDX, and EBSD were applied to 
analyze the interfacial bonding conditions in USW of a 3AC joint. The results suggest that the 
bonding among Al tabs is contributed by metallic adhesion at low and moderate weld energy and 
bulk material mixture at high weld energy. The formation of the bond is dominated by dynamic 
recrystallization under severe plastic deformation with high strain rate. The bonding between Al 
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and Cu is mainly completed by non-uniform interfacial diffusion enhanced by severe plastic 
deformation and rising temperature. IMCs form in the area with excessive material distortion.   
The results of both the microstructure analysis and the lap-shear performance in the 3AC 
joint suggest that bonds form in valley regions prior to crest regions. The lap-shear performance 
of all interfaces implies a weld propagation from the top to the bottom. However, considering the 
microstructure evolution and geometrical influence on lap-shear performance, it is difficult to 
identify the exact weld formation sequence.   
 
3.4. Influence of Process Parameters 
This section investigates the influence of process parameters in USW of the 3AC joint. The 
effects of clamping pressure and vibration amplitude on weld formation are firstly discussed, 
followed by a study of the main effects of process variables on weld strength at all interfaces. 
 
3.4.1 Influence of clamping pressure and vibration amplitude on weld formation 
Both clamping pressure and vibration amplitude influence the weld formation in USW. 
Cross-sectional OM images of samples made at 17 psi, 25 psi, and 33 psi clamping pressure levels 
with constant weld energy of 500 J and a vibration amplitude of 40 µm are presented in Figs. 3.12 
(a) to (c), respectively. The interfacial bonding shows no obvious difference under different 
clamping pressures. The weld strengths of different interfaces are presented in Fig. 3.12 (d). It can 
be seen that the weld strength at the middle interface decreases with increasing clamping pressure, 
while that at the top and the bottom interfaces are relatively constant. Although the maximum weld 
strength at the middle interface is achieved with the lowest clamping pressure, its large variation 




Figure 3.12. Influence of clamping pressure (a) 17 psi, (b) 25 psi, (c) 33 psi, and (d) 
maximum lap-shear force at different interfaces change with clamping pressure. 
 
Figure 3.13 shows the influence of vibration amplitude. Vibration amplitudes at 32 µm, 40 
µm, and 48 µm were studied with constant weld energy of 500 J and clamping pressure of 25 psi. 
The cross-sectional images show that excessive vibration amplitude results in extensive 
deformation of Al tabs, where even penetrations can be observed. There is no obvious difference 
of welding conditions in samples welded at 32 µm and 40 µm. The weld strength at the bottom 
interface drops when amplitude changes from 32 µm to 40 µm and increases as the amplitude 
increases to 48 µm. However, the bottom interface exhibits extremely unsteady weld performance 
when a low vibration amplitude is used, and the maximum weld strength is achieved using 48 µm, 
although penetration occurs. In comparison, the weld strength of the middle interface is relatively 
constant as the vibration amplitude changes. The weld strength at the top interface monotonically 




Figure 3.13. Influence of vibration amplitude (a) 32 µm, (b) 40 µm, (c) 48 µm, and (d) 
maximum lap-shear force at different interfaces change with vibration amplitude. 
 
An ultrasonic weld is made under the synergy of clamping pressure and oscillating interfacial 
shearing. The metals sheets deform and are clamped closely between the sonotrode tip and anvil, 
forming initial contact at all interfaces. The vibration of the sonotrode tip initiates motion of the 
top layer and forces the motion of other layers. The constraint of the stationary anvil provides an 
opposite driving force, which enables relative motion at all interfaces. The normal and tangential 
forces at the faying surfaces eliminates the oxide layer and contaminants, resulting in local bond 
formation. As the process proceeds, temperature increases due to interfacial friction and bulk 
plastic deformation, which stimulates interfacial interactions and enhances interfacial bonding. 
Higher clamping pressure brings more intimate contact in the early stages of the welding process, 
but also impedes the relative motion at the interface. A larger vibration amplitude accelerates the 
surface cleanup at beginning of the process, but leads to more heating at the interfaces as the 
process proceeds, and can introduce excessive material flow and softening when the input energy 
is high.  
The cross-sectional images of welds made at different clamping pressure and vibration 
amplitude show a significant influence of high vibration amplitude on metal sheet deformation. 
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While the clamping pressure slightly boosts metal sheet deformation, the reaction of the lap-shear 
performance at each interface to these parameters varies. The weld strength at the middle interface 
is most sensitive to the change in clamping pressure, but little influenced by the vibration 
amplitude. Larger vibration amplitude improves the weld strength at the bottom interface but has 
negative impact to the top interface.   
 
3.4.2 DOE analysis on effects of weld parameters 
 To understand further the impact of process parameters on the weld at all interfaces in 
USW of a 3AC joint, a central composite design (CCD) of experiments (DOE) was applied to this 
study [23]. The experimental matrix is depicted in Table 3.2 in Section 3.2. Each parameter had 5 
levels and 15 conditions and were studied with 3 replicates at each interface.  
Response surface analysis was performed to investigate the significance of process 
parameters and their interactions on the lap-shear strength of each interface. A confidence level of 
95% was selected to determine the significance of a factor. The response surface analysis was 
performed twice for each interface. The first time includes all process parameters, their second 
order terms, and their interactions, while the second time only includes the terms with p-value 
lower than 0.05 and the corresponding prime term if the p-value of that term was higher than 0.05. 
The results are summarized in Table 3.3. As detailed in Table 3.3, the strength of the top interface 
is mostly influenced by weld energy, vibration amplitude, their interaction, and the interaction of 
energy and clamping pressure. While the strength of the middle interface is most sensitive to weld 
energy, and interaction of pressure and amplitude. The most important factor influencing the weld 
strength at the bottom interface is weld energy, vibration amplitude, and its interaction with 
clamping pressure. The sensitivity analysis indicates that all interfaces are sensitive to weld energy, 
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but their responses to the other process parameters and their interactions vary from one interface 
to another.  
Table 3.3 Response Surface Analysis of Weld Strength vs. Process Parameters 
Factor 
P-value 
Top Interface Middle Interface Bottom Interface 
Weld energy (E) 0.001 0.025 0.000 
Clamping pressure (P) 0.275 0.151 0.264 
Vibration amplitude (A) 0.000 0.905 0.032 
E × P 0.023 N/A N/A 
E × A 0.000 N/A N/A 
A × P N/A 0.017 0.007 
(Note: N/A indicates a tern with large p-value that does not significantly influences the result) 
 
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) of main factors versus weld strength of each interface 
were performed and the results are plotted in Figure 3.14. Figure 3.14 (a) confirms that the weld 
strength at the top interface decreases with both increasing weld energy and vibration amplitude 
while not significantly affected by the clamping pressure. Figure 3.14 (b) shows that the weld 
strength at the middle interface positively changes with increasing weld energy and slightly with 
amplitude and declines as clamping pressure increases. Figure 3.14 (c) reveals that higher weld 
energy leads to a considerable increase in weld strength at the bottom interface, and weld strength 
is statistically higher with larger vibration amplitude. A decreasing tendency can be found for the 





Figure 3.14 Main effects plot for weld energy, vibration amplitude, and clamping pressure 
at (a) the top, (b) the middle, and (c) the bottom interface. 
  
The statistical analysis of the process parameters versus weld strength implies that the 
response of weld strength at different interfaces varies and the most significant process parameter 
is weld energy. The top interface is negatively influenced by weld energy, while both the middle 
and the bottom interface are positively affected by weld energy. This trend implies that the top 
interface could form weld prior to the other two interfaces in USW of 3AC, yet the weld formation 







The weld formation in multi-layered ultrasonic welding of two types of stack-ups was 
discussed in this chapter: a 3-layered Al tabs to bare Cu bus-bar (3AC), and a 3-layered Ni-coated 
Cu tabs to Ni-coated Cu bus bar (3CC). The bonding mechanisms, the weld formation at a single 
interface and from interface-to-interface were investigated. The influence of the three major 
process parameters on weld performance was also studied. Specific conclusions are as follows: 
1) The bonding between Ni-coated Cu sheets initiates from Ni-Ni bonding with minimum 
undulations at the contact surfaces. Macro-level undulations in the Ni-Ni bonding lines 
develop with higher weld energy, and those undulated Ni-Ni bonding lines break and 
enable Cu-Cu bonding as weld energy increases. Material mixture between Cu-Cu 
bonding dominates as the process proceeds, and broken Ni-Ni bonds distribute into the 
base material. 
2) A monotonic sequence of weld propagation from the top interface to the bottom interface 
can be found in USW of 3CC.  
3) The bonding between Al tabs is achieved by metallic adhesion due to dynamic 
recrystallization under severe plastic deformation with a high strain rate. Bulk material 
mixture occurs if excessive weld energy is used.  
4) The bonding between Al and Cu is made by non-uniform interfacial diffusion enhanced 
by plastic deformation and rising temperature. Severe plastic deformation leads to 
formation of IMCs (CuAl2).  
5) The weld formation among the Al tabs occurs before that of the Al/Cu interface, but the 
sequence within the Al tabs is difficult to identify in the studied conditions. 
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6) Weld energy is the most significant process parameter that affects weld strength at all 
interfaces. At higher weld energy, weld strength at the top interface decreases but 
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Chapter 4   Influence of Interfacial Undulations on Weld Formation and Performance 
 
Abstract 
In the USW process, interfacial undulations caused by plastic deformation influence weld 
formation by affecting the thermal-mechanical behavior of the material, as well as influences the 
weld’s mechanical performance by affecting local stress and strain under load. A deeper 
understanding of the influence of interfacial undulation will provide insight and guidance that can 
enhance process robustness. This study used a fine and a coarse anvil to generate ultrasonic welds 
with different interfacial undulation levels, and experimentally and numerically compare weld 
formation and performance. Finite element models were developed to quantitatively investigate 
weld performance with various interfacial undulations. The results show that stronger bonding 
with fewer interfacial undulations are made in the early stages of the process, and thus a higher 
weld strength is achieved when interfacial failure predominates. However, more prominent 
interfacial undulations help hinder thinning in the base material as the process proceeds, and thus 
results in a higher weld strength when circumferential failure is observed. Additional simulations 
compared lap-shear performance of welds with flat and undulated interface assuming same 
bonding strength and post-weld thickness in the weld area. The results suggest that enhancing 










Ultrasonic welding (USW) is a solid-state welding process that creates a bond between 
metal sheets under static pressure and high frequency vibration. The process has the advantage of 
creating joints without melting, and is suitable for welding both similar and dissimilar materials. 
It also has the advantages of requiring low energy consumption and no additional filler materials 
[1-3]. The application of USW has been rapidly expanding into joining of tabs in electrical battery 
cells for electrical vehicles and for thin films in various industries such as electronics, semi-
conductors, and medical devices.  
The formation of bonds in USW has been discussed by various authors. The process stages 
can be summarized as [4-7]:  
1)  A compressive relative motion to deform and flatten asperities at the faying surfaces, 
break oxide layers, disperse surface contaminants, and enable intimate metal-metal 
contact and localized micro-bonding;  
2)  The development of localized bonds that expand and close voids due to the collapse of 
asperities that are softened by frictional heating;  
3)  The enhancement of interfacial interactions, such as interfacial diffusion [2, 12], metal 
adhesion and mechanical interlocking [10-11], dynamic recrystallization [4, 8], and 
local melting [9], by local compression and shearing in the metal sheets, which continue 
to be softened by heat generated from interfacial friction and plastic deformation, as 
well as ultrasonic softening; and  
4)  A condition called over-welding characterized by excessive thinning of the base 
material, with the eventual penetration of the tool through the base material and 
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possibly sticking to the tool, and the occasional formation of brittle IMCs at the 
interface that may appear due to overheating and softening.  
In the process of weld formation, several weld attributes have been identified that 
characterize the stages of the process and its corresponding performance. Lee et al. [10] introduced 
four weld attributes to characterize the weld condition and the weld quality, including bond 
density, post-weld thickness, weld size, and the thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ). 
Their study found that bond density continuously increases while the post-weld thickness 
decreases as the weld process proceeds, and a maximum weld strength is achieved when enough 
bonding is made without excessive thinning. The study also investigated the TMAZ by measuring 
the hardness along the longitudinal direction and found the point where hardness returns to that of 
as-received material. A similar study performed by Shakil et al. [13] shows a similar relation 
between weld attributes and the weld performance. Wu et al. [11] estimated the bonding area 
between Al tabs and Cu bus-bar by measuring residual Al on the mating Cu surface in tested 
samples, and found a non-linear relationship between bonding area and weld strength. Previous 
research shows that weld attributes can be used as an index to describe the weld formation and the 
weld performance.   
Although various weld attributes have been investigated, the influence of interfacial 
bonding geometry, which has been widely observed in ultrasonic welding, is rarely discussed. Jahn 
et al. [14] studied the influence of three different shapes of anvil on the weld formation and lap-
shear performance. The study claimed that weld interface changes from a planar to a wavy 
morphology with increased weld strength as weld energy increases, but the overall performance is 
not sensitive to variation of anvil size and knurl pattern. Bakavos and Prangnell [15] found a three-
stage wave-like interfacial displacement in USW of AA 6111 aluminum, which initiate from 
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micro-level scale of ~ 5 µm, to intermediate scale of ~ 20-50 µm, and ends up as a regular wave-
like pattern of ~ 1 mm related to the sonotrode tip knurl pattern. Watanabe’s group [16] observed 
different interfacial undulations using two sonotrode tips with a trapezoidal edge and a serrated 
edge, respectively, and implied that the interfacial geometry could affect the weld strength. 
Formations of interfacial undulations and mechanical interlocking are frequent phenomena in 
ultrasonic welds, especially for welding of thin and soft materials [10-15], but its impact on weld 
formation and performance is not well understood yet.  
The influence of interfacial undulations on mechanical behavior has been studied in 
different aspects, especially in rock joints and adhesive bonds. Barton et al. [17-19] performed a 
series of studies in rock joints and developed an empirical model to predict the interfacial shear 
stress as a function of interfacial undulations and compressive pressure. Zeng and Sun [20] 
proposed a wavy-shaped adhesive single lap joint that can enhance the joint load carrying capacity 
by reducing the stress intensity at the edge of the bonding interface where interfacial separation 
dominates. Melograna and Grenestedt [21] conducted similar study using stronger adherends, and 
found a negative impact of a wavy-shape due to different failure locations. The conflicting results 
show that the effects of undulation are influenced by sample geometries and material properties.  
A theoretical study of interfacial waviness was performed by several researchers. Bower’s 
group [22-23] established a finite element model (FEM) to investigate the relation between critical 
stress intensity, KIC, at the crack and the aspect ratio (amplitude/wavelength) of the sinusoidal 
interface in bonding of two elastic solids. The results indicate two positive linear relationships of 
the KIC versus low and high aspect ratios. Li et al. [24] conducted a numerical study of hierarchical 
wavy interface morphology effects on fracture toughness in first and second order sinusoidal 
interface, and discovered that the enhancement of KIC is positive linearly related to first-order 
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aspect ratio but positive polynomial to second-order aspect ratio. Hirsch and Kastner [25] 
investigated the influence of a microscale serrated interface on fracture performance in bi-material 
bonding, and revealed that the main mechanism leading to joint strengthening is the transition from 
interfacial to base material failure. Kim et al. [28] elucidated that interfacial undulations provoke 
the energy dissipation during fracture and therefore strengthen the joint. Systematic studies of non-
flat interface effects on lap-shear performance of adhesively bonded joints were conducted by 
Jaiswal et al. [26] and Razavi et al. [27]. A design of experiments (DOE) was employed to evaluate 
the influence of sample geometries, material properties, and wave amplitude and length. The 
former group found more significant effects of overlap length and bonding type (brittle or ductile) 
than the pattern of the interface, while the latter group found an increase of joint strength by lower 
wave length and higher wave amplitude.  
The interest in the effect of interfacial undulations on mechanical behavior in bi-material 
joints has been growing, as non-planar failures are ubiquitous in various bonds ranging from 
adhesives to bio-materials, to metals. However, ductile failure in an undulated interface of a bi-
metal joint is not well understood. It is desirable to provide scientific guidance for improving bi-
metal joining, especially for USW in this study, by investigating the effect of interfacial 
undulation.  
Lap-shear strength is used as the criteria to describe the effect of interfacial undulation in 
adhesive joints [20, 21, 25-27], as well as in weld strength in USW. Zhou et al. [29-30] established 
an FEM to predict weld strength with interfacial and pull-out failure modes using a cohesive zone 
with a traction-separation-law model. Xi et al. [31] developed an FEM to predict interfacial weld 
performance for two-layered and multi-layered USW using a ductile damage material model. The 
models were calibrated based on measured weld attributes and validated by lap-shear tests.  
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The objective of this study is to investigate the influence of interfacial undulations on weld 
formation in USW, and assess the weld lap-shear performance subjected to different weld 
attributes and undulation features. Two anvils with different pyramid knurl teeth sizes were used 
to create different levels of interfacial undulations. Weld attributes were measured, including bond 
density, post-weld thickness, and interfacial undulations characterized by wave amplitude and 
length. The change of these features as weld energy was varied is discussed. Finite element models 
were developed to evaluate quantitatively the influence of interfacial undulation and bonding on 
lap-shear weld strength. The models were calibrated with measured weld attributes and validated 
by experimental results.  
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 describes the 
experimental procedure of USW and lap-shear test; Section 4.3 presents and compares the weld 
attributes and interfacial undulations over weld energy with the two anvils; Section 4.4 
demonstrates the development of the FEM and discusses the influence of interfacial undulations; 
and Section 4.5 summarizes the study. 
 
4.2. Experimental Setup 
Commercial grade Al 1100-O and Cu 110 were ultrasonically welded using two pyramid 
knurl patterned anvils. This section describes the experimental procedure in creating and testing 
the ultrasonically welded samples. 
 
4.2.1. Ultrasonic Welding Procedure 
A single sheet of Al was welded on top of a Cu coupon, with a coupon dimension of 0.5 
mm thick, 30 mm wide, and 45 mm long. The ultrasonic weld was made using a 20kHz, 5kW, 
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BransonTM high power lateral-drive ultrasonic spot welder under an energy control mode, with the 
vibration direction parallel to the longer side of the coupons. The apparatus and weld configuration 
are presented in Fig. 4.1. The process parameters were selected after performing screening tests 
that established the weld quality boundaries. While investigating weld formation, the clamping 
pressure and horn vibration amplitude were fixed at 25 psi and 40 µm, respectively, and the weld 
energy was treated as the variable in this study. The welding parameters and their levels are 
depicted in Table 4.1. Four replicates were made at each setting, where three samples were lap-
shear tested, and the remaining was cross-sectioned at A-A, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1 (b), for 
microscopic analysis.  
 
 
Figure 4.1 Experimental setup for USW (a) apparatus, and (b) top view of weld 
configuration schematic. 
 
Table 4.1 Welding Factors and Levels 
Factor Level 
Weld energy, E (J)` 100, 200, 300, 500, 700, 900, 1100, 1300 




One sonotrode tip and two anvils with a “fine” and a “coarse” knurl pattern were used to 
produce samples with different undulation levels. Figure 4.2 shows the knurl patterns and their 
dimensions for the tip and the two anvils. The sonotrode tip has a 3-by-3 semispherical knurl 
pattern shown in Fig. 4.2 (a). Both the fine and coarse anvils have pyramid knurl patterns, as 
presented in Fig. 4.2 (b). The coarse anvil has four pyramids in a row on side A, and five on side 
B that also coincides with the vibration direction. The knurl patterns of the sonotrode tip and side 
A of the coarse anvil are perfectly aligned.  
 
 
Figure 4.2. Tool knurl patterns and dimensions: (a) sonotrode tip, and (b) two anvils. 
 
4.2.2. Post-Weld Performance Testing/ Microscopy/ Weld Attribute Characterization 
A lap-shear test was performed to evaluate the mechanical performance of weld samples, 
as shown in Fig. 4.3, using a MTS Instron testing machine with 5 kN load cell. The test shear 
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direction was perpendicular to the sonotrode vibration direction. Each setting was tested with three 
replicates at cross-head speed of 2 mm/min. The load-displacement curve, as well as the maximum 
load during the test, were recorded. The remaining sample was cross-sectioned, mounted in epoxy, 
polished, and etched using Keller’s reagent for optical microscopy analysis. Weld attributes, 
including bond density, post-weld thickness, and interfacial undulation amplitude and length were 
characterized based on optical microscopy (OM) observations. 
 
 
Figure 4.3. Apparatus of lap-shear test: (a) side view, and (b) front view. 
 
4.3. Comparison of Lap-Shear Performance and Weld Attributes  
The weld strength at different weld energies of the samples created using fine and coarse 
anvils was evaluated using lap-shear tests. The weld attributes that describe the bonding conditions 
are presumably correlated, and are defined, characterized, and compared in this section.  
 
4.3.1. Lap-Shear Performance 
Figure 4.4 shows the lap-shear performance of welds created with fine and coarse anvils 
subjected to different weld energies. The relationship between the maximum lap-shear load, which 
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represents the weld strength, and weld energy is presented in Fig. 4.4 (a). Three different failure 
modes can be observed in the studied cases: interfacial failures, partial pull-out failures, and 
circumferential failures. Examples of these failure modes are shown in Figs. 4.4 (b) to (d). As 
shown in Fig. 4.4 (a), from 100 J to 1300 J welding energy, the weld strength increases to a 
maximum value of about 750 N and then decreases for both fine and coarse anvils. At low weld 
energy (100 J to 300 J), the samples created by fine anvil have higher weld strength than those 
created by coarse anvil. The dominant failure mode within this range is interfacial failure. As 
energy increases to moderate level (500 J to 700 J), the failure mode changes to partial pull-out 
failure, a combination of interfacial separation and base material failure at edge of the weld zone. 
The maximum weld strength is reached with this failure mode at 500 J for the welds made by fine 
anvil and 700 J for the welds made by coarse anvil. Noticeably, there is not enough evidence 
showing significant difference in the maximum weld strength for welds made using different anvils 
in this study according to a T-test with P-value around 0.56. When weld energy in excess of 700 J 
is used, the failure mode is a circumferential failure. The weld strength decreases to around 620 N 
at 900 J and becomes flattened for the fine anvil case, while in the case of coarse anvil, weld 





Figure 4.4 Lap-shear performance: (a) maximum lap-shear load and failed samples created 
using fine anvil at (b) 200 J, (c) 500 J, and (d) 900 J. 
 
4.3.2. Definition of Weld Attributes 
The weld attributes have a strong relation between the progress of the welding process and 
the corresponding weld strength, as observed on the fractured Al/Cu interface of the Cu coupon 
and in cross-sectional images at A-A. For example, Figure 4.5 shows images of a weld produced 
at 500 J using fine anvil. The sonotrode tip knurl created nine hemispherical indents on the top 
surface of the Al coupon, as presented in Fig. 4.5 (b), and left nine circular prints at the Al/Cu 
interface, as shown in Fig. 4.5 (a). The indentations on the Al coupon are like crests and valleys 
that represent the negative profile of the sonotrode knurl pattern, as shown in Fig. 4.5 (c). The 
cross-sectional images also show that the undulation and the knurl indentation are in phase, with 




Figure 4.5. Images of sample produced at 500 J using fine anvil: (a) OM observation of 
fractured 
 
 Schematic diagrams representing the weld area at cross-section A-A quantitatively 
describe the key weld attributes and dimensions that affect the weld mechanical performance, as 
shown in Fig. 4.6. The effective dimensions in lap-shear tests include coupon size, weld size (W), 
weld deformation area size (𝐿), and the thickness of coupons [32-33]. The indentation depth of the 
sonotrode tip knurl (e) was also recorded to calibrate the FEMs. Key weld attributes characterized 
in this study are bond density, post-weld thickness, and interfacial undulation amplitude and size, 




Figure 4.6. Schematic diagram of ultrasonic weld at cross-section A-A. 
 
• Bond density: The bond density is defined as the fraction of projected bonding area 
to the entire footprint of the sonotrode tip area. The bonding area was estimated 
based on the amount of residual Al on the fractured mating Cu surface of tested 
samples. To determine the bonding area in samples with pull-out or circumferential 
failure, bonded and non-bonded regions were also distinguished in cross-sectional 
areas by microscopy. The area of the sonotrode tip footprint is estimated as the 
cross-sectional area of the sonotrode tip in this study, namely 7.5 mm × 7.5 mm. 
• Post-weld thickness: The post-weld thickness is the average thickness of the 
indented region pressed by the sonotrode tip, which is the shortest distance from 
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the indented surface to the weld interface in the top layer coupon. The thickness 
reduction, which is a dimensionless parameter, is defined as the ratio of the post-
weld thickness to the original material thickness.   
• Undulation amplitude: The interfacial undulation amplitude is the average vertical 
distance from peak to the valley of the undulated interface, as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. 
The level of interfacial undulation is relative to the thickness of the coupon, and is 
defined as the ratio of the undulation amplitude to the post-weld thickness. 
• Undulation length: The undulation length is the horizontal width of the undulated 
area at the interface. The aspect ratio 𝜅 = 𝐴/𝜆  is a frequently used geometric 
parameter describing the waviness of undulations [22-25] and was employed in this 
study. 
 
4.3.3. Evolution of Weld Attributes  
Multiple samples of different weld strength were cross-sectioned and characterized with 
optical microscopy to understand the influence of the interfacial undulations on weld attributes 
evolution. Observations of the cross-sectioned images made with different anvils and different 
weld energy are presented in Fig. 4.7. All samples studied exhibit a relatively smooth bonding 
interface without obvious material distortion or mixture. Slight and obvious undulations in phase 
with the tip knurl indentation can be found in samples created by both the fine and coarse anvils. 
In the case of using fine anvil, due to plastic deformation and indentation of the tools, as the weld 
energy increases the thickness of the Al coupon continuously reduces as materials are flattened 
and overflows along the knurl plane. This thinning is less evident for samples produced by the 
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coarse anvil because its more aggressive knurl pattern finds more space for the material to deform 
vertically instead of along the sonotrode knurl surface.   
 
Figure 4.7. Cross-sectional micrographs of samples made by fine and coarse anvil at 100 J, 
500 J and 900 J. 
 
 The fracture surface of samples made at low weld energy levels are shown in Fig. 4.8. The 
bright regions represent residual Al on the mating Cu surface, implying local bonding. In both 
cases, there are nine circular bonding spots that represent the indentation of the sonotrode knurl 
teeth. The size of these spots increases and the non-bonded regions among these spots shrink, and 
even disappear with increasing weld energy. In the case of a coarse anvil, a row of five additional 
smaller Al spots can be observed in between the larger circular bonding areas, which matches the 
five knurl teeth of the coarse anvil in the vibration direction as detailed in Fig. 4.2. Nevertheless, 
the three major waves in the cross-sectional images in Fig. 4.7 indicate that the smaller indentations 
caused by the anvil teeth do not change the undulation morphology at the interface. Moreover, the 




Figure 4.8. Fracture surface of samples made by different anvils at different weld energy. 
 
Bond Density and Post-Weld Thickness 
The bond density and post-weld thickness of select samples made by the two anvils were 
quantitatively measured as discussed in previous sections. The results for these two weld attributes 
is shown in Fig. 4.9. Figure 4.9 (a) shows there is no obvious difference in bond density for the 
two cases. In both cases, bond density stays constant as weld energy changes from 100 J to 200 J, 
then quickly grows as weld energy increases to 500 J. Thereafter, the bond density gradually 
increases to about 80 % at 1300 J. In comparison, the post-weld thickness, shown in Fig. 4.9 (b), 
differs significantly, especially at high weld energies. In the case of a fine anvil, the post-weld 
thickness continuously decreases at a relatively high rate. The thickness reduces to about 0.05 mm 
with a reduction rate of 95% when the weld energy is at 900 J. There is almost no thickness of Al 
at the joint location in samples created at 1300 J.  In the case of a coarse anvil, quick post-weld 
thickness reduction is also observed, and there is no obvious difference in the two cases until weld 
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energy reaches 500 J. At 900 J, the post-weld thickness is measured as about 0.15 mm, which is 
much thicker than the sample made at same weld energy using the fine anvil. The thickness of the 
deformed weld stays constant as weld energy increases to 1300 J.  
 
Figure 4.9. Comparison of (a) bond density and (b) post-weld thickness. 
 
Interfacial Undulations 
Interfacial undulations in phase with the sonotrode tip knurl can be found in all studied 
samples. The smooth undulating interface indicate that the formation of the waviness is caused by 
indentation of the sonotrode tip and anvil. Due to the symmetry of the tool knurl pattern, it is 
reasonable to use the morphology at the central cross-sectioned area to describe the undulation for 
the entire weld zone. The amplitude and size of the interfacial undulations were measured using 
micrographs of cross-section A-A, and the results are shown in Fig. 4.10. The coarse anvil 
introduces much more significant interfacial undulations than the fine anvil. Noticeably, the Al 
coupon is penetrated and the interface is almost flat in the sample made using fine anvil at 1300 J, 
thus the undulation information is not available for that condition.  
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The absolute value of the undulation amplitude and size are presented in Figs. 4.10 (a) and 
(b), respectively. These figures indicate that the coarse anvil introduces considerably higher 
undulation amplitude and large undulation size under all studied weld conditions. Figure 4.10 (a) 
shows that the undulation amplitude increases to a peak value at 500 J for the fine anvil, and at 
900 J for coarse anvil, and then slightly decreases at higher weld energy. The reduction of the 
undulation amplitude for both cases implies flattening due to plastic deformation. The flattening 
might be caused by relative motion reduction between the coupons and is augmented between tool 
and coupons when weld energy is high [4]. Figure 4.10 (b) shows that the size of the interfacial 
undulation for samples made by the coarse anvil monotonically increases from around 1.8 mm to 
2.1 mm as weld energy increases from 100 J to 300 J, and then stays at around 2.1 mm for higher 
weld energy. The size of the interfacial undulation is close to the tooth-to-tooth distance of the tip 
knurl, implying a maximum undulation size is reached and constrained by tool geometry. In 
contrast, the size of the undulation first increases, reaches the maximum value of 1.9 mm at 500 J, 
and then decreases when using a fine anvil.  
The level of undulations (i.e. ratio of undulation amplitude to the average post-weld 
thickness, as defined in Section 4.3.2) subjected to weld energy is shown in Fig. 4.10 (c). For both 
cases, the level of undulation exceeds 100%, implying a universal deformation of the entire weld 
zone. Between the two cases, the coarse anvil introduces a higher level of undulation within the 
studied energy range. It is also worth noting that the level of undulation dramatically increases 
from about 30 % to 150 % as weld energy increases from 500 J to 900 J in the case of the fine 
anvil, although both post-weld thickness and undulation amplitude drop in these conditions. This 
phenomenon indicates that excessive thinning is predominant at this stage. The aspect ratio of the 
undulations is also studied and presented in Fig. 4.10 (d). The shape of the curve is similar to that 
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of the undulation amplitude for both cases. This similarity suggests that the dominant feature of 
the interfacial undulation is undulation amplitude.  
 
Figure 4.10. Change of interfacial undulations in samples made at different weld energy 
using the fine and coarse anvil: (a) undulation amplitude, (b) undulation size, (c) level of 
undulation, and (d) aspect ratio. 
 
Hardness Profile 
In addition to the weld attributes, hardness is also an important feature of ultrasonically 
welded samples. The hardness profile close to the bonding interface over the entire weld zone for 
different weld energies and anvils was collected and the results are shown in Fig. 4.11. The 
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hardness of original material as received is 29 HV, which is marked as as-received in the figures. 
A cross-sectional image illustrating the locations for hardness measurement is shown in Fig. 4.11 
(a). The locations are classified into two groups, one at the valley and the other at the crest, as 
pointed out in Fig. 4.11 (a). The measurements were made at the center of each region, separated 
by a distance of around 1.2 mm. Figures 4.11 (b) and (c) present the evaluation of hardness at 
crests and valleys, respectively, for samples made at different weld energies by the two anvils. The 
hardness of both crest and valley locations increases with increasing weld energy and degrades 
with intense weld energy input. The initial hardening of the material results from plastic 
deformation, while the later softening is possibly caused by the elevated temperature and acoustic 
softening. Noticeably, material close to the interface is still harder than the as received material, 
indicating that material hardening is predominant during the process within the studied energy 
range. The average hardness in the valleys is relatively higher than that at the crest because more 
severe plastic deformation occurs in those areas under the press of the tool knurls. The comparison 
of hardness variations for samples made by the fine and coarse anvils indicates that the coarse 
anvil introduces higher hardness at the crest while lower hardness in the valley area during the 
process. The lower hardness variation in the samples made by the coarse anvil implies more 




Figure 4.11. Hardness evaluation of welds for different weld energies and anvils: (a) cross-
section image of weld made at 500 J using fine anvil, hardness profile of the weld interface 
at (b) crests and (c) valleys, and hardness profile out of weld zone for (d) file anvil and (e) 
coarse anvil. 
 
The hardness distribution out of the weld zone was also investigated. Five points from the 
edge of the weld zone with 0.5 mm longitudinal interval were measured. The results are presented 
in Figs. 4.11 (d) and (e) for samples made by the fine and coarse anvil, respectively. In the case of 
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the fine anvil, the hardness gradually decreases to the level of the as-received material for all 
studied samples. The hardness variation over weld energy at the same location shows that the 
material experiences hardening, then softening during the process. In the case of the coarse anvil, 
similar hardness variation is observed, which suggests less influence of anvil geometry on the 
thermo-mechanically affected zone out of the weld region.  
Hardness is an important index to illustrate the material property [10], and thus can 
empirically estimate the material yield strength in a positive linear relationship, as discussed by 







Where 𝜎𝑦 represents the yield strength,𝐻𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the Vickers hardness value of the measured 
area, and 𝐻𝑉𝑎𝑠−𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 is the original Vickers hardness for the as-received material. The plastic 
behavior of the material for different regions therefore can be indirectly estimated based on this 
relationship. Nevertheless, it is also worth noting that the hardness profile can only provide insight 
of the material properties and the accuracy is limited by the precise location of cross-section, and 
could also vary from sample to sample.  
 
4.3.4. Summary of the experimental results 
The lap-shear performance and the weld attributes of samples created by fine and coarse 
anvil were studied and compared. The lap-shear test results show that the maximum lap-shear 
strength can be achieved with a partial pull-out failure, and is not affected by the type of anvil 
used. The fine anvil creates a stronger weld with an interfacial failure when the weld energy is 
low, while the coarse anvil creates a stronger weld with a circumferential failure when weld energy 
is high.  
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Four weld attributes were quantitatively analyzed. The results indicate that the bond density 
increases with increasing weld energy, and is not affected by the anvil geometry, although the 
hardness indentations exhibit slightly different morphology. The post-weld thickness is negatively 
related to weld energy, and does not exhibit an obvious difference at low weld energy for both 
cases. However, the coarse anvil preserves the post-weld thickness at high weld energy. Slight 
interfacial undulations and considerable interfacial undulations can be found in samples made by 
the fine and the coarse anvil, respectively.  Undulation amplitude was observed to increase first 
and then slightly decrease as weld energy increases. A reduction in the undulation amplitude 
implies flattening of the coupons. The undulation size is positively influenced by the weld energy 
and constrained by the knurl geometry in the case of coarse anvil, while at high weld energy it is 
more likely to be influenced by flattening effects in the fine anvil.  
These experimental results indicate that different anvil knurl geometries introduce different 
characteristics of the weld attributes and thus different lap-shear performance. Previous studies 
claimed that the lap-shear performance of a joint is influenced by the geometry of the sample and 
the interface, and moreover, the strength of the base material and bonding. Exact local bonding 
strength is difficult to directly measure and can only be estimated. To estimate the bonding strength 
and develop a deeper understanding of the undulation effects, the lap-shear performance is 
evaluated numerically and discussed in the next section. 
 
4.4. Finite Element Simulation of Lap-Shear Test 
In this research three-dimensional finite element models were created using ABAQUS 
Dynamic Explicit to predict the lap-shear performance of the weld. The models were calibrated 
based on experimentally measured weld attributes. For select samples, the bonding strength at a 
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given weld energy was estimated to match the experimental results. An empirical relationship 
between bonding strength and weld energy was then developed.  Validation of the model and the 
bonding strength estimation was accomplished by comparing the maximum lap-shear force, load-
displacement curve, and the failure mode of experimental results for the remaining samples. To 
investigate further the influence of interfacial undulation in lap-shear test, models with a flat 
interface having the same bonding strength were built and compared with the models with an 
undulated interface. The flow chart showing the method is illustrated in Fig. 4.12.  
 
Figure 4.12. Flow chart of the FEM study. 
 
4.4.1. Model Development 
The finite element model consists of three parts, a top Al layer, a thin bonding layer, and a 
bottom Cu layer. The construction of the model is discussed as follows. 
 
Geometry 
The details of the model geometries are depicted in Fig. 4.12. The configuration of the 
model is shown in Fig. 4.12 (a). The dimensions of the top and the bottom layer were set as the 
same as the experimental coupons, with 0.5 mm thickness, 30 mm length in x-direction, 45 mm 
width in z-direction, and an overlap length of 20 mm. The deformation zone, representing the 
TMAZ, was set as 10 mm × 10 mm, and the weld zone was set as 7.5 mm × 7.5 mm. The TMAZ 
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was 5 mm away from the free edge of the top layer in the x-direction.  A connector with a 10 mm 
length was introduced to mimic the grips of the Instron machine, as shown in Fig. 4.12 (a). Nine 
spherical indentations pressed by the sonotrode knurl were included in the model in the top layer 
while the indentation caused by the anvil in the bottom layer was neglected. The top Al layer and 
the bottom Cu layer were connected by a thin layer of bonding elements as illustrated in Figs. 4.12 
(b) and (c). Three scenarios were modeled, one modeled the lap-shear test for the fine-anvil-made 
samples, the second one modeled the lap-shear test for the coarse-anvil-made samples, and the 
third one modeled the samples with flat interface. Figure 4.12 (b) depicts an example of the first 
two scenarios with undulated interface, and Fig. 4.12 (c) shows corresponding example of the last 
scenario with flat interface. The projected bonding area and the post weld thickness are kept the 
same for undulated and flat cases. The experimental observations indicate that the bonding area is 
not significantly influenced by the type of anvil, and therefore in all studied cases, the bonding 
layer was assumed based on the experimental observations to be nine partial spherical shells of 20 
µm thickness each, as shown in Fig. 4.12 (b) and (c). At high weld energy, the nine bonding spots 





Figure 4.12. FEM for the lap-shear test: (a) model geometry, (b) cross-section view in weld 
zone for cases with undulated interface, (c) cross-section view in weld zone for cases with 
flat interface, (d) top view of bonding layer with small bonding area, and (d) top view of 
bonding layer with large bonding area. 
 
For different welds, the geometry of the FEM was calibrated by varying five factors, 
including the tip indentation depth, e, the post-weld thickness, 𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡, the undulation amplitude, A, 
the undulation size, 𝜆,  and the bonding size, d.  These factors were experimentally measured as 
discussed in Section 4.3. The bonding size of the samples made by the coarse anvil was set the 
same as the samples made by the fine anvil at the same weld energy. To investigate the influence 
of interfacial undulation for different welds, flat interface phantom models with the same projected 




The model was meshed using explicit linear reduced integration hexagonal eight-node 
element of type C3D8R. The average element size was set as 0.5 mm in the non-weld area, and 
0.1 mm in the weld zone. The element size gradually increases from 0.1 mm adjacent to the weld 
zone to 0.5 mm adjacent to the non-weld area in the deflection zone. The element size was selected 
to ensure the accuracy of the simulation while avoiding extreme computational time. Both the top 




 The simulation only contains an initial step and a pull step. The bottom layer was fixed in 
both steps at the starred point marked as “Bot_ref.” in Fig. 4.12 (a). The highlighted area on the 
Cu layer was coupled to this point and therefore constrained as a solid body and moves together 
with the reference point. Similarly, the highlighted area on the Al layer in Fig. 4.12 (a) was coupled 
to the point marked as “Top_ref.”. This point was connected to the point marked as “pull” by an 
elastic translator connector with elasticity of 5000 N/mm, which was estimated from the initial 
slope of the load-displacement curves of the lap-shear tests. The introduction of the elastic 
translator connector simulated the effect of stiffness of the Instron machine. The “pull” point was 
constrained for all motions at the initial stage and then pulled a distance of 3 mm using “smooth 
step” in ABAQUS in a period of 0.3 s in the x-direction. To simulate the quasi-static test with 
reasonable computational time, a mass scaling factor of 500 was used [36]. 
The upper surface of the bonding layer was tied to the lower surface of the top layer, while 
the lower surface was tied to the upper surface of the bottom surface using a node-to-surface 
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relationship. The surfaces of the top and the bottom layers were set as master surfaces so that the 
nodes at the bonding layer surfaces moved together with the workpiece and failure occurred either 
at the bonding layer or at the base material.  
 
Constitutive Material Model 
 The general material properties of the Al and Cu coupons are presented in Table 4.2. The 
plasticity of the materials were obtained from previous experimental results [31] and the stress-
strain curves are shown in Fig. 4.13 (a). The yield strength of the Al coupon in the weld zone and 
deformation zone was modified based on the hardness measured using the relationship of Eqn. (1) 
in Section 4.3. For simplicity, the materials were assumed to have isotropic hardening and the Von 
Mises criterion was used for plastic yielding.  
 
Figure 4.13. Stress-strain curves of (a) Al and Cu, and (b) schematic representative uniaxial 



















Al 2.7 × 103 70 0.35 30.7 28 
Cu 8.9 × 103 115 0.33 82.2 91 
 
Experimental observations have shown that the fracture mechanism in the Al-Cu ultrasonic 
welds are a combination of ductile and shear failure [24, 31].  Therefore, progressive failure models 
that include ductile and shear fracture provide a better description of the failures observed in lap-
shear tests of ultrasonically welded Al-Cu samples, and thus were used as the damage criterion in 
this study for both base materials and the bonding layer.  
 The damage models include damage initiation and damage evolution. A schematic 
representative of a uniaxial progress damage model is shown in Fig. 4.13 (b). The material exhibits 
elastic-plastic behavior with strain hardening until reaching a maximum stress. Once the maximum 
stress is reached at point A, damage initiates due to micro void nucleation for ductile fracture, or 
shear band localization for shear fracture. Then the damage evolves from point A to point B with 
softening of yield stress and progressive degradation of the material stiffness. The mathematical 
representation of the damage model starts with an assumption of the decomposition of the total 
strain 𝜺 into an elastic part 𝜺𝒆𝒍 and a plastic part  𝜺𝒑𝒍 [36]: 
𝜺 = 𝜺𝒆𝒍 + 𝜺𝒑𝒍 (4.2) 
The effective stress tensor of the material ?̅?,  postulated as the undamaged response, is a function 
of strain and 4th order elastic tensor 𝑪: 
?̅? = 𝑪( 𝜺 − 𝜺𝒑𝒍) (4.3) 
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The actual stress 𝝈 at each stage of the damage evolution is determined by the effective stress ?̅? 
and a non-decreasing scalar damage variable D: 
𝝈 = (1 − 𝐷)?̅? (4.4) 
At point A, the damage variable D equals zero and the equivalent plastic strain 𝜺
𝒑𝒍
 is equal 
to 𝜺𝟎
𝒑𝒍
, which is the value at the onset of damage. For ductile damage, 𝜀0,𝐷
𝑝𝑙
 is a function of stress 
triaxiality 𝜂 = −𝑝/𝑞  and strain rate with 𝑝  being the hydrostatic pressure and 𝑞  being the 
equivalent Von Mises stress. For the shear damage, 𝜀0,𝑆
𝑝𝑙
 is a function of shear stress ratio 𝛽𝑠 =
(𝑞 + 𝑘𝑠𝑝)/𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥, where 𝑘𝑠 is a material parameter and 𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum shear stress. The 
criterion is met when the state variable, 𝜔 , which monotonically increases with plastic 





𝑝𝑙 = 1 (4.5) 
where 𝜀
𝑝𝑙
 is the plastic strain, and 𝜀0
𝑝𝑙
 is the plastic strain onset of fracture initiation, which 
depends on 𝜂 and plastic strain rate 𝜀̇𝑝𝑙 for ductile failure and 𝛽𝑠 and  𝜀̇
𝑝𝑙 for shear failure. In this 
study, a quasi-static state based on the experiments was simulated and therefore the influence of 
strain rate is neglected. For both Al and Cu in this study, the equivalent fracture strain at damage 
initiation subjected to triaxiality and shear stress ratio were obtained from a previous study by Xi 
et al. [31]. The value of 𝑘𝑠 was set as 0.3 per [31]. 
At point B, complete failure occurs when the value of D decreases to zero and the value of 
𝜺
𝒑𝒍
 changes to 𝜺𝒇
𝒑𝒍
 which is determined by the fracture energy 𝐺𝑓, where 














In the function, L is computed automatically by ABAQUS based on element geometry, and 𝑢𝑓
𝑝𝑙
 is 
the equivalent plastic displacement. The damage evolution from point A to point B can be specified 
either by 𝐺𝑓 or 𝑢𝑓
𝑝𝑙
. For simplification of the model, a linear displacement-based damage evolution 
law was selected and the complete failure displacement was set as 0.1 based on a previous study 
[31]. The element with complete failure will be removed in ABAQUS.  
 The fracture morphologies of interfacially failed samples reveals that the interface 
experiences ductile-brittle hybrid fracture in Al/Cu ultrasonically welded samples, and that failure 
on the Al side is predominant. To simplify the model, the properties of the bonding layer was 
assumed similar to the base Al material with partial Al strength. The yield strength of the bonding 
layer was defined as: 
𝜎𝑏 = 𝛼𝜎𝐴𝑙  (4.7) 
where 𝛼 is the bonding strength factor influenced by weld energy and the type of anvil. The general 
material properties and the damage model of the bonding layer were set the same as those of base 
Al.  
4.4.2. Calibration of Bonding Strength 
An empirical relation between bonding strength factor 𝛼 and weld energy was built by 
matching the maximum shear load and load-displacement curve of selected samples with varying 
value of 𝛼. A validated relation can be used to predict the weld performance of all welds within 
the studied range.  
Figures 4.14a-4.14d illustrate examples matching the simulation with calibrated bonding 
strength to experimental results for the fine anvil case. The welds with interfacial failures present 
a relatively good match between the simulation and experimental results, as shown in Figs. 4.14 
(a) and (b). The simulations of the welds with a base material failure exhibit a slight over 
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estimation. Overall, the simulations show a reasonable match with the experimental results, and 
the bonding strength factor gradually increases with increasing weld energy.  
 
Figure 4.14. Comparison of load-displacement curve for experimental and simulation 
results for fine anvil at (a) 100 J, (b) 300 J, (c) 500 J, and (d) 900 J. 
 
The comparison between simulation and experimental results for selected samples 
produced using a coarse anvil is presented in Figs. 4.15a-4.15d. All simulations show good match 
with the experimental results. The simulation results indicate a smaller bonding strength factor in 




Figure 4.15. Comparison of load-displacement curve for experimental and simulation 
results for coarse anvil at (a) 100 J, (b) 300 J, (c) 500 J, and (d) 900 J. 
 
Regression functions predicting the bonding strength factor for the two studied cases were 
summarized as  
𝛼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒 = {
−7 × 10−7𝑊𝐸 + 0.0017𝑊𝐸 + 0.3227
1
 
(𝑊𝐸 < 500 𝐽)
(𝑊𝐸 ≥ 500 𝐽)
 (4.8) 
   
𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒 = {
5 × 10−6𝑊𝐸 − 0.0018𝑊𝐸 + 0.0.5482
1
 
(𝑊𝐸 < 500 𝐽)





where 𝛼𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒  and 𝛼𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒  are the bonding strength factor for the fine and the coarse anvil case, 
respectively, and 𝑊𝐸 represents the weld energy used. The R-squared value is 0.985 for Eqn. (4.8) 
and 0.982 for Eqn. (4.9). Remarkably, the bonding strength cannot be directly evaluated as the 
failure mode transfers to pull-out, and the bonding strength for samples failure in the base material 
is assumed to be the same as Al. Predictions of the bonding strength factor for welds made by the 
two anvils are presented in Fig. 4.16. The predictions show that the fine anvil initiates higher 
bonding strength than the coarse anvil does.  
 
Figure 4.16. Predicted versus experimental dependencies of bonding strength factor. 
 
 
4.4.3. Model Validation  
Validation is necessary to evaluate the feasibility of the developed FEM and the predicted 
bonding factor. The validation was performed by comparing the simulation and experimental 
results with the predicted bonding strength. Samples made with 200 J and 700 J were used to 
validate the simulation. The geometric information was obtained experimentally, and the bonding 
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strength factor were calculated as 0.635 for 200 J and 1.00 for 700 J with the fine anvil, and 0.400 
for 200 J and 1.00 for 700 J with the coarse anvil. The comparison of maximum lap-shear load and 
load-displacement curve between the simulation and experimental results are shown in Fig. 4.17. 
The accuracy of the simulation was calculated by  
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
|𝐹𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝.𝑎𝑣𝑒.|
𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝.𝑎𝑣𝑒.
× 100% (10) 
where the 𝐹𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. and 𝐹𝑒𝑥𝑝.𝑎𝑣𝑒. represent the maximum lap-shear load of the simulation and 
experiments, respectively. The accuracy from the simulation of the fine anvil was 1.4% at 200 J 
and 6.7% at 700 J, while the accuracy from the simulation of the coarse anvil was 8.1% at 200 J 
and 5.4% at 700 J. The comparison of load-displacement curves between the simulation and 
experimental results are plotted in Figs. 4.17 (b) to (c) and (e) to (f). All simulation curves show 
good agreement with the experimental results.  The validation demonstrates that the constructed 
models are appropriate for simulating the lap-shear performance of the ultrasonically welded 




Figure 4.17. Comparison of experimental and simulation results in peak lap-shear load for 
(a) fine anvil and (d) coarse anvil, and load-displacement curve for (b) 200 J with fine anvil, 






4.4.4. Influence of Interfacial Undulation and Bonding Strength 
To quantify the contribution of interfacial undulations on the lap-shear strength of a weld, 
corresponding models with flat interfacial bonding were constructed at varying weld energy. The 
lap-shear performance was compared with the models built based on samples made by the coarse 
anvil. In the flat bonding models, the projected bonding size is equal to that of the undulated 
bonding models, while the post-weld thickness and the material properties were set the same as 
the models with undulated interface constructed under the same weld energy. 
Figure 4.18 presents the comparison of the peak lap-shear load in models with flat and 
undulated interface. The results indicate that interfacial undulation first improves the maximum 
lap-shear load in models for 100 J and 200 J by about 4% and 10 % respectively, where interfacial 
failure is predominant. As the major failure transfers its mode from interfacial to the base material, 
the interfacial undulation starts to negatively affect the lap-shear performance. The reduction 
varies at about 5%, 2 %, 15%, and 14% in models made for 500 J, 700 J, 900 J, and 1100 J. 
respectively.   
 




 The load-displacement curves of models with flat and undulated interface for the interfacial 
and circumferential failure conditions are compared in Fig. 4.19. According to Fig. 4.19 (a), there 
is no significant difference in lap-shear behavior with an interfacial failure between flat and 
undulated interface in the studied case. However, higher toughness is evident in the behavior of 
flat-interface model compared with failure in the base material, as shown in Fig. 4.19 (b).   
 
Figure 4.19. Load-displacement curve for (a) 100 J with interfacial failure, (b) 900 J with 
circumferential failure. 
 
 The evolution of the equivalent Von Mises stress distribution at the bonding layer for 
interfacial failure cases are presented in Fig. 4.20. The stage illustrated includes the displacement 
of the pull-point at 0.05 mm, 0.15 mm, and 0.2 mm, where the maximum lap-shear load is reached 
in the flat interface. Both undulated and flat bonding cases show that stress concentration initiates 
from the edge of the weld and develops toward the inner side of the weld. In the flat interface 
model, the stress is more uniformly distributed and at a higher magnitude. A schematic of the 
status of the elements in the bonding layer from start to failure is presented in Fig. 4.20 (c). The 
elements deform under the shear effect from the top and the bottom layer, and the elements 
experiencing the highest local stress are removed when the failure criterion is satisfied. The 




Figure 4.20. Mechanical behavior evolution at the bonding layer for the cases with 
interfacial separation: (a) stress distribution for undulated interface, (b) stress distribution 
for flat interface, and (c) schematic of element deformation and removal. 
 
To further verify the stress difference between a flat and undulated interface, the equivalent 
Von Mises stress distribution is tracked along the dashed line in Fig. 4.20 (a) at the bonding layer 
and the results are presented in Fig. 4.21. The three line segments indicate the stress distribution 
in the bonding spots from left to right. In both cases, higher stresses are present at the two ends of 
the bonding layer, and relatively constant stress exists in the inner areas. The flat bonding layer 
experiences higher stresses for the entire center area, which ranges from about 35 MPa at the inner 
side to about 45 MPa at the ends. The bonding layer also has high stress concentration at about 45 
MPa at the ends, but has lower stress at the inner area with about 30 MPa. A possible reason could 
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be that the undulated interface increases the phase angle of a mixed mode failure, and thus 
increases the toughness of the local area.    
 
Figure 4.21. Equivalent Von Mises stress distribution at the center of the bonding layer for 
flat and undulated interface with 0.2 mm pull-point displacement. 
 
In contrast to the positive effect of an undulated interface in the case of interfacial separation, 
interfacial undulation yields a reduction in the lap-shear load carrying capacity when a failure 
occurs in the base material. Figure 4.22 shows the stress distribution in the top layer with 0.65 mm 
pull-point displacement. The results indicate a higher stress concentration at the edge of the weld 
area in the case with undulated interface. There is little failure in the bonding layer when tearing 
occurs in the base material. Thus, the mechanical performance is determined by the stress 
distribution in the softer top layer. Therefore, higher stress at the weld edge implies lower load 




Figure 4.22. Stress distribution in the weld area in cases with base material failure for (a) 
undulated interface and (b) flat interface. 
 
4.5. Conclusions 
In this study, the influence of interfacial undulation on weld formation and performance 
were investigated based on experimental observation and finite element analysis. The lap-shear 
performance and corresponding weld attributes including bond density, post-weld thickness, 
undulation amplitude, and undulation size were investigated. Three-dimensional finite element 
models were built to predict the lap-shear performance of ultrasonically welded samples made 
using a fine and a coarse toothed anvil. The models were calibrated by the geometric input obtained 
from experiments. Elastic-plastic material with progressive ductile and shear failure were 
employed to describe the material property for both the base materials and the bonding layer. The 
bonding strength was predicted by matching the simulation results to experimental results, and the 
relationship between bonding strength and weld energy for both fine and coarse anvil cases was 
established. The model was validated by its good correspondence to the simulation results of the 
remaining experimental data. The influence of interfacial undulation under two failure modes, 
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interfacial separation and pull-out failure, was discussed based on the results from the finite 
element model. The main conclusions are: 
1) The coarse anvil creates a more prominent interfacial undulation and maintains a 
greater post-weld thickness when weld energy is high.  
2) The fine anvil creates a stronger weld in the initial stages of the process. 
3) The interfacial undulation positively affects the lap-shear load carrying capacity when 
interfacial failure mode dominates, but negatively affects the lap-shear load carrying 
capacity when the failure mode transfers to pull-out or circumferential failure.  
Moreover, the study of the influence of interfacial undulations on weld formation and 
performance also provides some insight into the weld formation in multi-layered USW when more 
undulations exist at the top interfaces in this research. The findings in this chapter help explain the 
weld formation in 3CC and 3AC in Chapter 3. Prominent undulations, especially at the top 
interface result in weaker local bonding. However, the weld formation delay may be compensated 
by more concentrated stress, larger strain, and higher interfacial temperature. To verify this 
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Multilayered ultrasonic welding (USW) is widely used in joining of electrodes or tabs in 
lithium-ion batteries. This chapter proposes a localized preheating method to improve the process 
robustness and studies the effects of preheating temperature on the weld process and performance 
experimentally and numerically. The experimental results indicate that weld formation can be 
accelerated and the weld strength can be improved with process preheating, especially at the 
interface closest to the anvil. The effect of preheating is most significant during the early stage of 
the process, and diminishes as the process progresses. Numerical models reveal the underlying 
mechanisms influencing the temperature distribution, workpiece motion, and stress distribution of 













Ultrasonic welding (USW) is an effective process for welding similar and dissimilar 
materials with highly conductive and reflective properties [1-4]. During the process, workpieces 
are tightly clamped between the sonotrode horn and anvil and forced to vibrate along with the 
vibrating tool tip at an ultrasonic frequency (typically 20 kHz [1]). The high-frequency oscillations 
generate reciprocating shearing at the faying surfaces, flatten the local surface asperities, disperse 
oxides and contaminants, and create intimate metal-to-metal contact at the interface that allows 
the formation of solid-state bonding. The process is typically completed within 1 second.  The 
maximum temperature in the workpieces is normally less than half of the absolute melting 
temperature of the substrate materials [5-6]. Thus, the inherent nature of the USW process makes 
it suitable for joining multiple stack-ups of varying thickness and material combinations, especially 
for soft thin materials.  However, some challenges exist in welding hard and thick materials.  
In recent years, there has been growing demand for joining multiple stack-ups of similar 
and dissimilar metals when manufacturing electric vehicle batteries, lightweight automotive 
structures, biomedical devices, and electronic components. One large challenge in applying 
ultrasonic welding to multi-layered joining is the lack of process robustness. Several studies of 
multi-layered USW have shown inconsistent weld quality at different interfaces. Lee et al. [7] 
tracked the motion of all workpieces in USW of four-layered Cu sheets by high speed camera and 
found that bonds at different interfaces did not form simultaneously. Shin et al. [8] studied multi-
layered Al-Cu USW with different configurations and found interfacial bonding strength highly 
depended on interface location and weld configuration. Similar observations were also reported 
by Das et al. [5] in a study of process robustness for ultrasonically welded multi-layered Al-Cu 
sheets. The literature has shown that it is challenging to form satisfactory bonding at the interface 
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between dissimilar materials and/or thicker workpieces. Inconsistent weld quality at different 
interfaces narrows the process window and significantly reduces the process robustness. To 
improve the process robustness and weldability for hard and thicker materials in USW, a deeper 
understanding of the fundamental physics of the process and innovative approaches to improve the 
process are desirable.  
USW is a complex process that involves thermal, mechanical, and metallurgical 
phenomena. The interfacial temperature and strain conditions are difficult to measure 
experimentally and comprehensive understanding of the fundamental physics in the process has 
not been developed. Several attempts have been made to investigate the thermal-mechanical 
performance in USW process using the finite element method (FEM). Siddiq and Ghassemieh [9] 
proposed a three-dimensional (3D) model to investigate the thermal-mechanical behavior in 
ultrasonic consolidation. Their material model, including thermal and ultrasonic softening, was 
discussed in their study. Elangovan et al. [10] developed a two-dimensional (2D) model with heat 
generated by friction and plastic deformation to investigate the temperature distribution in USW 
and found the peak temperature was at the center of the weld interface. Kim et al. [11] used a 3D 
model of Al USW and found significant effects of frictional heating on plastic deformation during 
the process. Zhang and Li [12-13] developed thermal-mechanical models for ultrasonic 
consolidation and used this model to investigate the effect of the substrate material dimensions. 
Lee et al. [14-15] simulated the multi-layered USW process using a combination of isotropic and 
kinematic hardening of the material and investigated the influence of sonotrode geometry on strain 
and temperature distributions. Shen et al. [16] included dynamic recrystallization in modeling 
USW of similar materials, while Li et al. [17] considered the diffusion and formation of 
intermetallic compounds (IMCs) in USW of dissimilar materials and modeled the resistance heat 
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assisted USW process [18]. Jedrasiak and Shercliff [19] proposed a more computationally efficient 
FEM by separating thermal and plastic deformation. In summary, FEM has proven to be an 
efficient method to investigate the thermal-mechanical behavior in USW and for process 
optimization.  
Innovative approaches are needed to enhance the process robustness based on better 
understanding of the underlying physics. Thermal assistance has proven to be effective in 
controlling and improving the robustness of manufacturing process quality. For example, 
preheating has been used to reduce the cooling rate and thus prevent the formation of brittle phases 
in fusion welding [20-21]. Thermal-enhanced machining has been widely used to improve 
machinability and tool life [22–24]. Elevated temperature has also been used in solid-state welding. 
Liu et al. [25] and Sharma et al. [26] employed thermal enhancement in frictional stir welding to 
soften materials and improve tool reliability. The concept of thermally enhanced USW has also 
been investigated by several researchers. Gunduz et al. [27] proved that elevated temperature can 
enhance diffusion during USW of Zn–Al. Cao’s research team [18, 28] employed resistance 
heating to enhance the weldability of two-layered Al–Cu USW. These results indicate that the 
synergistic effects of ultrasonic vibration and Joule heating significantly increases the weld 
temperature, stimulate interface diffusion, and therefore improves weld quality. A simulation 
conducted by Lee et al. [14] predicted that localized preheating might enable a more uniform 
temperature distribution and hence improve weldability at preheated interfaces. 
This chapter discusses the influence of localized preheating on the weldability and 
robustness of a multi-layered USW for Ni-coated Cu sheets. A 2D FEM model was established to 
investigate the thermal-mechanical performance with and without preheating. The remainder of 
this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 introduces the experimental setup and results; 
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Section 5.3 describes the establishment of the numerical model; Section 5.4 discusses the thermal-
mechanical behavior in the multi-layered USW process under different preheating temperatures; 
and Section 5.5 summarizes the findings and presents the conclusions.  
 
5.2. Experimental Study 
In this study, three layers of thin Ni-coated Cu tabs (0.2 mm in thickness) were welded on 
top of a thick Ni-coated Cu bus-bar (0.9 mm in thickness) in an overlapped configuration and 
designated as a ‘3CC’ joint.  Both tabs and bus-bar were 41 mm in width and 45 mm in length. 
The Ni-coating was 2.4 µm for the tabs and 1.5 µm for bus-bar. The weld was made at the center 
of the metal sheets and the vibration direction was parallel to the shorter side. Four different 
conditions were investigated, including three preheating cases and a non-preheated case as the 
control group. The change of the lap-shear performance was measured and used to evaluate the 
influence of preheating at the interface between the tab and bus-bar, and between the outermost 
tabs. This section presents the experimental setup and results for the study of localized preheating 
effects.  
 
5.2.1. Ultrasonic Welding Process with Preheating 
The multi-layered USW samples were made using a BransonTM series L20 USW machine 
under the energy-control mode with a 5000 W maximum power and at a 20 kHz constant vibration 
frequency. The weld energy was varied while clamping pressure and vibration amplitude were 
fixed as 20 psi and 65 µm, respectively. Ten weld energy levels were used ranging from 800 J to 
2800 J in 200 J increments.  The process parameters were determined based on a screening test to 
cover various weld qualities, from cold to good to over-weld. At each weld energy, three 
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preheating temperatures, 50 ºC, 100 ºC and 150 ºC, were used to study the preheating effects. A 
non-preheated group was also used as a benchmark whose details are presented in Chapter 3. Four 
replicates were fabricated for each process setting, where three samples were used for lap-shear 
tests and one was reserved for metallurgical analysis.  
Preheating was accomplished using a specially designed apparatus depicted in Fig. 5.1, and 
only the bus-bar was preheated. A K-type thermocouple was attached to the bus-bar outside of the 
weld area to monitor the temperature. First, the bus-bar was heated uniformly on the heating plate 
to a temperature 10–20 ºC higher than the desired preheating temperature. Then it was moved to 
the fixture via the ramp structure shown in Fig. 5.1. As soon as the bus-bar was in position and 
reached the desired preheating temperature, the other three tabs were quickly placed onto it and 
the weld was performed. 
 




Metallurgical analysis was performed using an optical microscope to characterize the 
change in the interface microstructure as weld energy and preheating temperature were varied. The 
samples were cross-sectioned at the center of the weld in the direction parallel to weld vibration. 
Lap-shear test was performed at the interface between the tab and bus-bar and between the 
outermost tabs, which are defined as the bottom and the top interfaces, respectively. The details of 
the cross-sectioning and lap-shear test are presented in Chapter 3.   
 
5.2.2. Experimental Results of Preheating 
The maximum lap-shear load versus weld energy under different preheating temperatures 
is presented in Fig. 5.2. The change of the lap-shear load at the bottom interface is show in Fig. 
5.2 (a). The results indicate that preheating increases the lap-shear load carrying capacity most 
effectively for weld energy up to 1600 J. Higher preheating temperature leads to higher peak lap-
shear load. The minimum weld energy required to form a measurable weld at the bottom interface 
decreases as preheating temperature increases. As discussed in Chapter 3, only Ni-Ni bonds with 
minimal undulations form in samples made at 1600 J or lower welding energy without preheating. 
The effect of preheating becomes less significant as welding energy increases. At moderate weld 
energy, ranging from 1600 J to 2000 J, the lap-shear load at the bottom interface is slightly 
enhanced by preheating, and the optimal preheating temperature is 100 ºC under the studied 
conditions. During this stage, interfacial undulations initiate and develop as the process proceeds. 
Preheating effects diminish when the weld energy is more than 2000 J, as Cu–Cu bonds increase 
along with more severe interfacial undulation and mechanical interlocking. In comparison, there 
is no significant change of the lap-shear load at the top interface for different preheating conditions, 




Figure 5.2. Lap-shear results for preheated and non-preheated samples at: (a) bottom 
interface and (b) top interface. 
 
Optical microscopic images of samples produced at three temperatures and three energy 
levels are shown in Fig. 5.3. It can be observed in Fig. 5.3 (a) that at 1200 J, the bottom interface 
is joined only when the preheating temperature reaches 150 ºC. Significantly different joint 
conditions at the bottom interface can be found in samples welded at 1600 J, as shown in Fig. 5.3 
(b). The bottom interface is joined by Ni–Ni bonds with negligible interfacial undulations without 
preheating. When the sample is preheated to 50 ºC, visible undulation starts to form, resulting in 
higher joint strength, as studied in Chapter 4. When the preheating temperature rises to 150 ºC, 
more undulations are formed at the bottom interface, and some of the Ni-coating breaks down, 
allowing for Cu–Cu bonds. However, in the samples welded at 2000 J, the joint features are very 




   
Figure 5. Microstructural analysis of samples under both ambient and preheated 
conditions with (a) 1200 J, (b) 1600 J, and (c) 2000 J. 
 
Lap-shear load test results show that localized preheating at the bus-bar before welding 
enhances the lap-shear load carrying capacity at the bottom interface but does not affect the top 
interface. A wider range of weld energies can be used to achieve a quality weld at different 
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interfaces with preheating, and thus an improved weldability and process robustness for the multi-
layered USW of this study is demonstrated.  
 
5.3. Finite Element Model  
Finite element models were developed to investigate the effect of preheating by predicting 
the thermal-mechanical performance during the welding process under different thermal 
conditions, and to optimize the preheating temperature. The models were built using 
Abaqus/Explicit 6.19 because it is an effective solver for dynamic thermal-mechanically coupled 
simulations with severe plastic deformation. This section illustrates the establishment of the model 
based on four key elements and describes the procedure of the simulation. 
 
5.3.1. Model Establishment 
Presented in this section is the establishment of a model incorporating four key elements. 
The key elements required in the construction of the USW finite element model include the 
geometry of the model, the boundary conditions, interactions between different components and 
their constitutive material properties, and the heat generation and conduction during the process. 
 
Model Geometry 
The geometry of the model is show in Fig. 5.4. To reduce the computational cost of the 
process simulation, a 2D plane strain model representing the geometry at the center of the weld 
configuration parallel to the vibration direction was built. A schematic of the weld configuration 
with sonotrode tip and anvil and the specified plane cut for the model is shown in Fig. 5.4 (a). The 
model consists of a sonotrode tip, an anvil, three Cu tabs with 0.2 mm thickness, and a bus-bar 
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with 0.9 mm thickness. The geometry of the tools are matched to the knurl patterns of the actual 
tip and anvil. The width of the workpieces was set as 41 mm.  
 
Figure 5.4. Geometry and mesh of the finite element model: (a) schematic of the weld 
configuration, and (b) details of the 2D model 
 
Mesh  
Most of the model was meshed using a CPE4RT element, which is a 4-node plane strain 
thermally coupled quadrilateral element with reduced integration and hourglass control. A small 
portion of the anvil tip was meshed using a CPE3T element, which is similar to the CPE4RT but 
is triangular in shape. The total number of elements for the model was 10,658. The sonotrode tip 
and anvil were constrained as solid bodies and therefore did not require very fine meshes. The 
main body of the tool set was meshed with a 0.2 mm average element size, and the tool knurls 
were meshed with a 0.1 mm average element size to ensure an accurate description of the 
geometry. All workpieces were partitioned into two, one part representing the weld area with a 
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width of 5 mm, while the remainder was the unwelded area. The weld area was meshed using 0.05 
mm element and the unwelded area was meshed using 0.2 mm element. Both tabs and bus-bar had 
5 layers of element in the thickness direction.  
 
Boundary Conditions  
 The workpieces were clamped by the sonotrode tip and anvil as show in Fig. 5.4. The anvil 
was fixed at the bottom side for the entire procedure. The sonotrode tip was pressed by a uniformly 
distributed constant clamping pressure of 40 MPa at its upper surface. This pressure is equivalent 
to the 20 psi clamping pressure set as the BransonTM’s clamping load and the size of the tool. When 
vibration is initiated, the tip vibrates in the horizontal direction (x-direction) with a 65 µm peak-
to-peak amplitude at a frequency of 20 kHz. The tip can move only in the horizontal and vertical 
directions and is constrained from rotation. The workpieces were tightly clamped by the tool and 
thus no additional displacement constraint was applied. A gravitational acceleration, g = 9.81 m/s2, 
was applied to all the workpieces. A predefined 25 ºC room temperature was applied to the entire 
model and was used as the initial temperature. For preheated cases, a predefined temperature equal 
to the preheating temperature in the experiment was set for the bus-bar. The model was assumed 
to be adiabatic and there was no heat exchange between the model and the environment. 
 
Interactions 
 Two types of contact were used in the 2D model. The first was general contact between 
two surface pairs, including the upper surface of the outermost tab in contact with the lower surface 
of the tip pair, and the lower surface of bus-bar in contact with the upper surface of the anvil pair. 
The tool surface was defined as master surface to avoid unexpected penetration. In comparison, 
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contact within the workpieces was set as a kinematic surface-to-surface contact. A constant friction 
coefficient was set between the contact surfaces for the entire procedure. The friction coefficient, 
µ, was set as infinite and 0.3 between the tool and workpiece and between the workpieces, 
respectively [14, 29]. Heat conduction, 𝜅, between the components was also included, with the 
conductance set to 235 mW/mm2·ºC [14]. The heat conduction allows continuous heat transfer 
from one component to the other.  
 
Constitutive Material Properties 
 Two materials were used in this model, one was steel, used for the tip and anvil, and the 
other was for Cu, which had thermal-mechanically coupled properties. In practice, the steel for the 
tool was hardened with a chromium coating. The deformation of the tool is much smaller than the 
workpiece, and thus was assumed to be rigid body with infinite strength. Previous experimental 
[11] and simulation [17] results also indicate a much lower temperature in the tool than the 
workpieces. Therefore, the thermal effect on the material properties of the steel was neglected in 
this study. The steel and Cu material properties are listed in Table 5.1 [14].  
 
Table 5.1 Material Properties of Steel and Cu[14] 
 
Property Steel Cu 
Density (kg/mm3) 7.8 × 103 8.94 × 103 
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 200 Change with temperature 
Poison’s ratio 0.27 0.35 
Thermal conductivity (W ·m-1·ºC-1) 80 Change with temperature 




 The workpieces in USW are subject to both normal and cyclic tangential loadings. During 
the process the material hardening due to cyclic loading and material softening due to elevated 
temperature were considered. A basic assumption is that the total strain rate, ?̇?, is composed of an 
elastic component, ?̇?𝒆𝒍, and a plastic component, ?̇?𝒑𝒍, as shown in Eqn. (5.1) [31]: 
 ?̇? = ?̇?𝒆𝒍 + ?̇?𝒑𝒍 (5.1) 
The elastic behavior can be described by a scale product of elastic strain, 𝜺𝒆𝒍, and a 4th order 
elasticity tensor, 𝑪 [31]: 
 𝝈 = 𝑪𝜺𝒆𝒍 (5.2) 
where 𝝈 is the 2nd order stress. The plastic behavior follows a flow rule associated with a yield 
surface [31]: 
 ?̇?𝒑𝒍 = 𝜀̅̇𝑝𝑙𝜕𝑓(𝝈 − 𝜶)/𝜕𝝈 (5.3) 




?̇?𝒑𝒍?̇?𝒑𝒍 is the 
equivalent plastic strain rate, and 𝜶 is the back stress that is controlled by plastic hardening model.  
The plastic hardening model has two components, one is an isotropic hardening 
component, which describes the size of the yield surface according to the yield stress 𝜎0, and the 
other is a kinematic hardening component, which describes the translation of the yield surface via 
𝜶. Figure 5.5 shows the effect of strain hardening on the yield locus for isotropic, kinematic, and 
the mixed hardening used in this study [32]. The mathematical model used for isotropic hardening 
is: 




where 𝜎0 represents the yield surface size subjecting to the equivalent plastic strain, ?̅?𝒑𝒍, and yield 
stress at zero plastic strain, 𝜎|0. 𝑄∞ and b are material parameters. The mathematical model used 
for kinematic hardening is: 
 ?̇? = 𝐶(𝝈 − 𝜶)𝜀̇𝑝𝑙/𝜎0 − 𝛾𝜶𝜀̇𝑝𝑙 (5.5) 
where C and 𝛾 are material parameters calibrated from cyclic test data, which were 





Figure 5.5. Schematics showing the effect of strain hardening on the yield locus: (a) 
isotropic hardening,  (b) kinematic hardening, and (c) mixed hardening used in this study 
(adopted from [32]). 
 
In addition to material hardening, material softening caused by elevated temperature was 
included in this study. An extension with temperature dependency for Eqns. 5.4 and 5.5 was 
applied to include the thermal softening effect. Therefore, the final hardening models used in this 
study are: 
 𝜎0 = [𝜎|0 + 𝑄∞(1 − 𝑒




for isotropic hardening model, and   
 ?̇? = [𝐶(𝝈 − 𝜶)𝜀̇𝑝𝑙/𝜎0 − 𝛾𝜶𝜀̇𝑝𝑙]𝑓(𝑇) (5.7) 
for kinematic hardening model, where 𝑓(𝑇) is the function subjected to temperature dependent 
initial yield strength. The function was adopted from [35], and can be expressed as: 
𝑓(𝑇) = {
𝑎0𝑇 + 𝑏0 𝑖𝑓 𝑇 ≤ 𝑇1
1 − [(𝑇 − 𝑇1)/(𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇1)]
𝑛 𝑖𝑓 > 𝑇1
 (5.8) 
where  𝑇1 is the transition temperature and 𝑇𝑚 is the melting temperature in K. Parameters 𝑎0, 𝑏0, 
and exponent n are material constants. The values of the aforesaid parameters are summarized in 
Table 5.2 [14]. 













The temperature dependent material properties of the workpieces were obtained from Lee 
et al. [14] and are presented in Fig. 5.6. A polynomial fit curve was adopted to describe the Young’s 
modulus of Cu as a function of temperature based empirical measurements, as shown in Fig. 5.6 
(a). The purpose of using the fitted curve instead of the actual experimental number was to avoid 
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numerical instability due to scattered data points. The initial yield strength subjected to 
temperature is shown in Fig. 5.6 (b). Moreover, thermal properties of Cu were also included for 
the coupled thermal-mechanical analysis. The temperature dependent specific heat, thermal 
conductivity, and thermal expansions coefficient are presented in Figs. 5.6 (c) to (e) respectively.  
 
Figure 5.6. Temperature dependent mechanical properties of Cu: (a) Young’s modulus, (b) 
initial yield stress, (c) specific heat, (d) thermal conductivity, and (e) thermal expansion 
(adopted from [14]). 
 
Noticeably, thermal expansion introduces additional thermal strain, which is also included 
in the finite element model in the present study. The thermal strain, 𝜀𝑡ℎ, can be expressed as [14]: 
 𝜀𝑡ℎ = 𝛼(𝑇)(𝑇 − 𝑇0) − 𝛼(𝑇𝑖)(𝑇𝑖 − 𝑇0) (5.9) 
  
where 𝛼(𝑇) is the temperature dependent thermal expansion coefficient, and 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇0 represent 




Heat Generation and Conduction 
 There are two sources of heat generation in USW, one caused by interfacial friction and 
the other induced by plastic deformation of the workpieces. The heat generated by friction,  
𝑞𝑓, is a function of friction coefficient, 𝜇,  the relative slipping speed, ?̇?, and fraction of frictional 
heat dissipation, 𝜂𝑓 [31]: 
 𝑞𝑓 = 𝜂𝑓𝜇?̇? (5.10) 
  
where 𝜂𝑓  equals 0.65 in this study according to previous literature [14] and ?̇?  is numerically 
determined in each computational step. The heat generated by plastic deformation is described by 
the stress and plastic strain rate with an inelastic heat fraction, 𝜂𝑝: 




The value of 𝜂𝑝 was set as 0.8 based on experimental study [17].  




= −∇⃗⃗ (−𝑘(𝑇)∇⃗⃗ 𝑇) + 𝑄 (5.12) 
  
where 𝜌 is the density, 𝑐(𝑇) is the temperature dependent specific heat shown in Fig. 5.6 (c), 𝑘(𝑇) 
is thermal conductivity shown in Fig. 5.6 (d). Q is the volumetric heat generation, which is 
attributed to plastic deformation and governed by Eqn. 5.11. 
 Another important thermal aspect is the heat conduction at the gaps between different 
components in the model. A gap introduces a discontinuity at the faying surfaces, and the heat 
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transfer across this discontinuity can be estimated using gap conductance, 𝜅. The heat flux across 
the faying surfaces, 𝑞𝑔 is defined as [31]: 
𝑞𝑔 = 𝜅Δ𝑇 (5.13) 
  
where Δ𝑇 represents the temperature difference between the two contacting surfaces. The value of 






where  𝑘𝑔 is the thermal conductivity of the gas in the gap, and d is an effective gap distance 
determined by surface roughness and clamping pressure. In the model, the properties of air at 
atmospheric pressure was used as the gas in the gaps and G was assumed to be one [14]. 
 
5.3.2. Simulation Procedure 
A weld in USW is typically accomplished by a clamping and a welding step. The entire 
process cycle is finished with additional holding and unloading step. However, the latter two steps 
do not play a significant role in weld formation and were not considered in this study. The present 
model simulates the clamping and welding steps. During the clamping step, only a uniform 
clamping pressure mentioned in Section 5.3.1 was applied on the upper surface by the sonotrode 
tip. The pressure gradually increases from 0 to 40 MPa as a function of time. The step duration 
was set as 10 ms.  After the clamping step, vibration of the sonotrode tip was initiated with 
amplitude ramped up from 0 to 65 µm within 5 ms and kept constant for the rest of the welding 
step. The weld duration was set as 0.02 second. Although the simulation time was much shorter 
than the actual weld time, for example at ~0.8 s for a weld made at 1200 J, it was found that running 
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the entire procedure would be too computationally expensive. However, insight of the influence 
of  preheating temperature can still be obtained for a shorter weld time and can be extrapolated for 
longer weld times.  
 
5.4. Simulation Results 
This section presents and discusses the simulation results, including temperature, 
displacement, and stress distribution under different preheating conditions. 
5.4.1. Temperature distribution 
The simulated temperature distribution for the three preheating cases and the ambient 
condition case at the end of 0.2 sec weld time are presented in Fig. 5.7. All cases show the 
maximum temperature at the center of the weld and at the inner tabs (i.e., 2nd and 3rd tabs). The 
results agree with previous simulation using similar material properties from the literature [14]. 
The temperature distribution in the workpieces for the ambient condition in Fig. 5.7 (a) indicates 
that the maximum temperature is at the center of the top interface with 361 ºC and gradually 
decreases to 324 ºC at the bottom interface. A more uniformly distributed temperature distribution 
can be found in the case of 50 ºC preheating. In this case, all interfaces are around 340 ºC, as 
pointed out in Fig. 5.7 (b). The temperature at the top interface is lower than that in the ambient 
condition possibly due to reduction of relative motion at the top interface, which will be discussed 
in detail in Section 5.4.2. As preheating temperature increases, the temperature at the bottom 
interface increases to 368 ºC in the 100 ºC preheating case and 389 ºC in the 150 ºC preheating 
case, as shown in Figs. 5.7 (c) and (d). In the 100 ºC case, both the top and the middle interface 
have maximum temperature around 340 ºC. While in the 150 ºC case, peak temperature gradually 
declines from the bottom interface to the top interface. Overall, the temperature at the top interface 
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experiences slight decrease at the top interface with bottom layer preheated. The relative constancy 
of the top interface may help sustain the interfacial strength. The considerably increased 
temperature at the bottom interface may contribute to the acceleration of the interfacial weld 
formation.   
 
Figure 5.7. Temperature distribution in the workpieces for different bus-bar initial 
temperatures: (a) ambient condition, (b) 50 ºC, (c) 100 ºC, and (d) 150 ºC. 
 
5.4.2. Workpiece Displacement 
Relative motion in vibration direction at the interfaces play an important role in weld 
formation of USW. Larger relative motion can induce more frictional heat generation and 
accelerate the dissipation of surface contaminants, and thus accelerate the weld formation. The 
absolute relative motion of the workpieces under different conditions was tracked and the results 
are shown in Fig. 5.8. The relative motion at the top interface is defined as ‘tab 1-2’, at the middle 
interface is ‘tab 2-3’, and at the bottom interface is ‘tab 3-bus bar’. In the ambient condition, the 
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relative motions of the top and middle interfaces are about the same and gradually increase as time 
goes on. The relative motion at the bottom interface firstly increases, and then decreases to almost 
zero before slightly increases again, as shown in Fig. 5.8 (a). Since the process is at the very early 
stage of the process, the possibility to form large area bond is highly unlikely. Similar trend of 
relative motion at different interfaces can be found for the 50 ºC case, as shown in Fig. 5.8 (b). 
The relative motion at the bottom interface continuously increases for 100 ºC and 150 ºC 
preheating. The larger relative motion at the bottom interface introduces more frictional heat 
dissipation and enhances the weldability at the bottom interface.  
 
Figure 5.8. Horizontal displacement of workpieces during ramp up period for (a) ambient 




5.4.3. Stress and Strain Distribution 
The spatial distributions of the equivalent Mises plastic stress at the end of the simulation 
(at 0.2 sec) for different cases are presented in Fig. 5.9. The results show no obvious difference 
in stress distribution of all studied case. The tabs experience more plastic deformation in area 
than the bus-bar. The plastic deformed area in the bus-bar almost equals to the size of the anvil 
knurl, which indicates that the plastic deformation of the bus-bar is governed by the anvil. The 
stress concentration in the bus-bar is at the teeth of the knurls. With the bus-bar preheated, the 
stress at the tip of the knurl is slightly higher than that in the ambient condition. The higher plastic 
deformation allows stronger grip by the anvil on the bus-bar.  
 
Figure 5.9. Equivalent plastic strain distribution for (a) ambient condition, (b) 50 ºC, (c) 
100 ºC, and (d) 150 ºC. 
  
The spatial distribution of the maximum principal strain are shown in Fig. 5.10. In all 
studied cases, strain concentrates at the area under the tips of the sonotrode knurl, and the 
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maximum strain concentrates in the 2nd tab. The higher strain in the 2nd tab allows the material to 
reach the flow stress earlier at the top and middle interface than that at the bottom interface. In the 
ambient condition, the strain in the 2nd tab is considerably higher than other preheating conditions. 
As preheating temperature increases, the strains in all tabs become more uniform as the strain in 
the 2nd tab decreases and strain in other tabs increases in both value and deformed area. The larger 
strain close to the bottom interface implies more deformation at the contacted area, allowing faster 
bond formation. Therefore, the weldability at the bottom interface is enhanced.  
 
 
Figure 5.10. Maximum principal strain distribution for (a) ambient condition, (b) 50 ºC, (c) 
100 ºC, and (d) 150 ºC. 
 
5.4.4. Summary of the Simulation Results 
In summary, the influence of localized preheating temperature was investigated with the 
simulation from three aspects: (a) temperature distribution, (b) workpiece relative motion, and 
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(c) stress and strain distribution. The results indicate that preheating leads to a more uniform 
temperature distribution, softens the material and allows larger relative motion at the bottom 
interface, and introduces more gripping from the anvil by material softening. However, the 
simulation only studied the earliest stages of the USW process before the weld forms. To 
investigate the influence of preheating temperature further, the simulation should be run for a 
longer process time. 
 
5.5. Conclusion 
This study investigates enhanced process robustness for four-layered Cu ultrasonic welds 
by localized preheating. The process was studied both experimentally and numerically. The bus-
bar was preheated to specific temperatures before the welding process. The lap-shear load carrying 
capacity at the top and the bottom interface subjected to weld energy were measured and used as 
an index to show the influence of preheating temperature. Corresponding metallurgical features of 
the samples were analyzed to provide an additional explanation of the effect of preheating. Two-
dimensional finite element models were built to numerically investigate the influence of preheating 
temperature and provide guidance for the selection of optimal and preheating temperature. The 
findings are as follows: 
1) Preheating improves the bottom interface lap-shear strength, while it has little effect on 
the lap-shear strength of the top interface. 
2) The benefit of preheating diminishes as weld energy increases. 




4) Preheating improves weldability in multi-layered USW by expanding the required 
welding energy window to achieve satisfactory weld strength at the bottom interface 
while avoiding over-weld at the top interface.  
5) Preheating influences the thermal-mechanical behavior at all interfaces and thus 
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Chapter 6   Conclusions and Future Work 
 
6.1. Conclusions 
Ultrasonic welding (USW) is a favored process for battery tab joining because of its 
inherent advantages as a solid-state welding process effective for joining highly conductive and 
dissimilar materials. High battery quality and reliability requires the development of more robust 
welding processes and shorter process development times, especially for multi-layered weld 
configurations. However, limited understanding of the USW process hinders achieving consistent 
weld quality and process robustness. The goal of this study was to provide guidelines for 
improving the multi-layered ultrasonic welding process by developing a deeper understanding of 
the underlying physics in weld formation and the propagation of a weld in multi-layered USW.  
This research reveals an in-depth understanding of the multi-layered USW for similar and 
dissimilar materials, provides insights on how tool geometry and the interfacial weld attributes 
effect weld performance, and proposes a preheating method to enhance process robustness. The 
scientific understanding obtained from this dissertation will guide manufacturers in achieving a 
more robust and reliable ultrasonic welding process. 
The major findings of this dissertation can be summarized in three parts: 
1) Weld formation in multi-layered ultrasonic welding of similar and dissimilar materials 
The weld formations in 3-layered Al tabs to a Cu bus-bar (3AC) and a 3-layered Ni-coated 
Cu tabs to Ni-coated Cu bus-bar (3CC) were experimentally investigated. The bonding 
mechanisms between similar and dissimilar materials were studied using microscopy. The 
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evolution of the interfacial bonding and weld formation from interface to interface were related 
to the weld strength from lap-shear tests. The effects of process parameters were also 
discussed. The main conclusions are summarized as follows: 
• The bonding between Ni-coated Cu sheets initiates with Ni-Ni bonding with 
minimum undulations, and develops into undulated Ni-Ni bonding lines as weld 
energy increases. With higher weld energy, the Ni-Ni bonding lines break down 
allowing Cu-Cu bonding. The broken Ni-Ni bonding lines distort to form 
mechanical interlocking and mix into base material.  
• The weld propagates monotonically from the top interface to the bottom interface 
in USW in 3CC joints. 
• The dominant bonding mechanisms among Al tabs in 3AC joints is metallic 
adhesion caused by dynamic recrystallization under severe plastic deformation. 
Bulk material mixture occurs if excessive weld energy is used. 
• The bond formation between Al and Cu is governed by non-uniform interfacial 
diffusion enhanced by severe plastic deformation and elevated temperature. 
Intermetallic compounds (IMCs) can form under extreme plastic deformation.  
• The weld forms sooner between Al-to-Al joints than that seen between Al-to-Cu 
joints, but there is insufficient evidence showing the weld formation sequence 
among Al tabs in the cases studied. 
• Weld strength is most significantly affected by weld energy, then vibration 
amplitude, and is least sensitive to clamping pressure.  
 
2) Influence of interfacial undulations on weld formation and performance 
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The effect of interfacial undulation on weld formation and performance was quantitatively 
investigated by using experiments with a fine and a coarse toothed anvil and with finite element 
modeling. A set of measurable weld attributes were introduced to characterize ultrasonic Al-to-Cu 
welds made by different anvils. The relationship between the weld attributes and their lap-shear 
performance was evaluated. A set of finite element models were developed to predict the 
interfacial bonding strength and quantitatively investigate the effect of interfacial undulations. The 
main conclusions are summarized as follows: 
• A coarse anvil introduces more prominent interfacial undulations and thus sustains 
a greater post weld thickness at high weld energy. Therefore, higher lap-shear load 
carrying capacity with better robustness is achieved using the coarse anvil for welds 
made at higher weld energy. 
• The interface bond density is not significantly affected by the anvil type, but the 
bonding strength is higher for samples made by a fine anvil in earlier stages of the 
process.  
•  Lap-shear load carrying capacity is positively affected by interfacial undulation 
when an interfacial failure mode is dominant, but negatively affected by interfacial 
undulation when the failure mode transitions to pull-out or circumferential failure.  
 
3) Enhancement of process robustness in multi-layered ultrasonic welding by localized 
preheating 
The effect of localized preheating on weldability and process robustness on multi-layered 
USW for four-layer Ni-coated Cu sheets was investigated. The enhancement of lap-shear 
performance at the bottom interface and the influence on the top interface over a range of weld 
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energies was evaluated. Two-dimensional finite element models were developed to investigate 
the thermal-mechanical performance during its initial 200 vibration cycles at three different 
preheating temperatures. The main conclusions are summarized as follows: 
• Preheating improves the bottom interface strength, while it has little influence on 
the top interface strength. 
• The effect of preheating on the bottom interface performance is most significant at 
lower energy levels and diminishes as weld energy increases. 
• There is an optimal preheating temperature for the preheating process. 
• Preheating improves weldability in multi-layered USW by expanding the required 
weld energy window to achieve a satisfactory weld strength at the bottom interface 
while avoiding an over-weld at the bottom interface. The process robustness is 
thereby improved. 
• The optimal preheating temperature in this study was found to be 100 ºC. This 
temperature enabled the largest relative motion at the bottom interface without 
significantly sacrificing relative motion at the other interfaces. 
The original contributions of this research can be summarized as follows: 
1) An in-depth understanding of the bonding mechanisms for similar and dissimilar multi-
layered USW has been developed. Joint propagation from interface to interface has been 
revealed. The improved understanding will provide guidance for further parameter 
optimization and process robustness enhancement. It can also help manufactures shorten 
the new process development time based on the guidance. 
2) Quantitative relationship between interfacial undulation and the weld performance has 
been established. The relationship will help improve the design of the sonotrode tip and 
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anvil to improve the weld quality robustness. In addition, the study provides insights into 
weld formation and propagation in multi-layered USW where different levels of 
interfacial undulation co-exists at different interfaces. 
3) Localized preheating is proposed as a good example of applying thermal assistance in a 
multi-layered USW process. It reveals that the process robustness can be enhanced by 
applying localized heat to a specified area. 
 
6.2. Future Work 
Multi-layered USW is a widely used technology in battery manufacturing, but continued 
improvement to the process by a deeper understanding and process optimization is still urgent. The 
following research extensions in the following directions are recommended: 
1) Multi-scale modeling of the USW process: More sophisticated models can be 
developed to comprehensively predict weld formation during ultrasonic welding 
process, including atomic-level model for thermal dynamics of materials, micro-
level for bonding mechanisms, and macro-level for thermal-mechanical 
performance. The model can be integrated with the weld performance simulation 
models to provide systematic analysis showing the relationship between process 
parameters and weld quality.   
2) Process monitoring with aid of neural network and deep learning technology: The 
relationship between process inputs and the final weld quality, incorporated with 
intermediate process outputs, can be established by adopting new artificial 
intelligent technologies. Process input can include process parameters, material 
properties and geometries, and tool geometries. The intermediate outputs include 
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power history, weld time/energy for energy/time welding mode, and weld 
attributes. The weld quality may be measured by mechanical strength, electrical 
properties, or corrosion resistance.  The relationship based on an integration of 
these various data can provide more precise guidance for process optimization.  
3) Innovative approach for process robustness enhancement: Other innovative 
approaches, based on in-depth understanding of the multi-layered ultrasonic 
welding process, can be explored to enhance the process robustness. These 
approaches could include varying vibration amplitude, precise thermal assistance, 
or specifically designed weld configurations. The establishment of new method will 
help improve weld reliability and weldability.  
[36]  
 
